


ZDITORIAL OFFICES

WHO'S WHO IN AMERICA

MARQUIS PUBLICATIONS BUILDING

CHICAGO-H ILLINOIS U S A

1898 ~ 60th Anniversary of "Who's Who! - 1958

Ostad March 17,1757
Dear Blographee:

Ne are ssking you to help us.

You are one of the notable men and women listed in

"Who's ho in America". To assist our compilers work-
Ing on the next Edition, we now again* send you a check
proof of the biographical sketch of you published in
the last printing, so that ... while there is still time
to process it carefully ... you may go over ii, note
nlongside it any new information of general reference
interest, and then return it in the accompanying no-
postage-required cover.

Ne'll be glad by way of some tangible reciprocation for
your help, to send you the new 3lst Biennial Edition
of "Who's Who" at discounts - up to 26% - even greater

than those we allow libraries end educational institutions
on their bookings in advance of publication.

Please return the check proof as soon as you can. Having
riven us that assistance, to obtain the new Edition at
the bilographees' discounts described on the enclosed blank,
simply sign, or personally okeh, this blank - use of the
postage-paid cover for it as well as the check proof of
your sketch is of course quite in order. ("Who's Who"
is, for professional, vocational or business reference use,
of course an expense taxwise.)

Thank you for helping us.

Sincerely yours,
NA/CB

Four Enclosures år

heeler Sammons, Jr.,
Associate Publisher.

¥ According to our records the check proof sent you about
a month ago was not returned; in case it has been sent

hack, just ignore this duplicate request for checking.



Association of Mathematics Teachers of Net Jersey
3/1/59

529 Wyoming Ave.,
President

MAX A. SOBEL
State College
Montclair, N. J.

-resident-Elect
GEORGE McMEEN
State College of Newark
"Jnion, N. I.

lice-Presidents
SISTER COLUMBA . .

3t. Mary's School Sometime ago I wrote you a letter seeking
South Amboy, N. J.
FAIL B. KOPLIN . ° ant
A. L. Johnson Regional High School yOUI assistance in obtaining a speaker for our
Clark, N. TJ.
JAROLD A. GOUSS 3 3
South Side High School Nov.Atlantic City Convention Meeting. It was my
Newark, N. J.

Secretary-Treasurer
MARY C. ROGERS
Roosevelt Junior High School
Westfield, N. J.

ssistant Secretary-Treasurer
DAMA HILL
Westfield High School
Westfield, N. J.

Corresponding Secretary
MARY F. BAEURLE
Central High School
Paterson, N. J.

iecording Secretary
MARY E. FROUSTET
Jnion High School
Jnion, N. J.

Iditor NJMT
MADELINE D. MESSNER
Abraham Clark High School
Joselle, N. J.

3usiness Manager NJMT
"RANCES GOOQEN
Central Evening High School
Newark, N. J.

Assistant Business Manager NJMT
OBERT PRICE
State College
“renton, N. J.

Chairman - Membership Committee

[OHN McILROY
State Teachers College
renton, N. J.

NCTM Representative
HUBERT B. RISINGER
“ast Orange High Schocl
Zast Orange, N. J.

Retiring President
"INA WALTER

Jermanent Members
“HARLES O. GUNTHER
VIRGIL S. MALLORY
ALBERT E. MEDER, Jr.
ZLADYS ESTABROCK
AMANDA LOUGHREN
SARL N. SHUSTER

dditional Members
MYRETTA BRINKER
30Y LOCKHART
WILLIAM HAUSDOERFER
3RUCE MESERVE
WILLIAM MYERS
'ANET DUNNING
‚AMES MacFARLANE
GERALD GOLD
- OUISE FISCHER

Since the planning for such a meeting

mist be done at least this far in advance I would

appreciate whatever assistance you may be in a position

to give. I trust that I am not being too presamptuous

in intruding on what is already a very busy schedule

Sincerely, É
her = PRPS (Ct JA

Harold A. Cane-

7



W. L. Pious, M.D.
340 WHITNEY AVENUE

NEw HAVEN 11. CONNECTICUT

March 2, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

Thank you for the three articles:

i. Time and Organization

2. Time and The Science of Organization

3. My Connection with Cybernetics. Its Origins
and Its Future

which I received at the end of last week. I have
studied them with considerable interest and would like
to make a few comments and raise a few questions for
your consideration. I have so far failed to follow the
very brief statements concerning the measurement of
causality.

The demonstration that the brain has a built=-
in clock is beautiful as is the correlation of this with
the more general phenomenology of self-organizing systems
The concept of the virtual governor explains in a very
satisfactory manner the limits to efforts at sharp lo=-
calizing of functions in the brain. I believe that
Lorento de No--a neurophysiologist--arrived at very
similar conclusions back in the thirties and forties.

The ideas of the built-in clock and of the
virtual governor seem to require a certain homogenietly
among the elements in a self-organizing system. I
sather that it is your opinion that the organization of
heterogeneous and complex elements must imply that these
alements have at least one quality in common which is
stb ject to interactions as well as to retroaction from
the virtual governor,

I believe that it will be of interest to you



Professor Norbert Wiener uu March 2, 1959

that Freud described the function of attention as pul-
sating. He expressed the opinion that this pulsating
quality contributed to our sense of time. I don't have
the references available but I think an important one is
his paper on "The Mystic Writing Pad".

In group behavior the virtual governor seems
to depend on two factors: (1) the number of members;
(2) the motive=~as morale, inspiration, superstition,
hatred and lynching. It is my impression that more mem-
vers are needed for an unethical ob jective than for an
sthical one. This would suggest that the self-organizing
phenomenon among heterogeneous individuals, no matter how
transient, is a function of the conscience of each indi-
yidual: the greater the moral scruples, the more pressure
of numbers is needed.

I've been very concerned about and have attempted
to understand the intellectual apathy of large numbers of
people today. This apathy seems to carry with it a readå-
ness for superstition, prejudice and conformity and a
potential for panic-=-all qualities of archaic levels of
mental organization. I have inferred from your articles
that the operation of numbers is a factor in such re-
gressive organizing of behavior. This may very well be
an unexpected result of population increase when it ex=-
ceeds a limiting number. Perhaps we are seeing the
break down of familiar organizations and the emergence
of archaic self-organizing groups heading into unknown
kinds of organizations.

I will end these comments with a question. I
assume that the mind is a self~organizing system which,
in the course of a person's lifetime, progresses to higher
levels of organization within the capacities of that per-
son's endowment, It seems obvious that as the mental
organization progresses, many higher order functions be=
come potentially available. It seems equally obvious
that many people do not use these functions and in fact
that they are actively prevented from using them. Such
Failure to use these functions must lead to impoverish=-
ment of the mental organization. Can one calculate from
a study of self-organizing systems whether a limiting
number of the elements of the system must function in
&gt;rder to manifest a virtual governor with specific
qualities and characteristics?

Sincerely yours,

N. L. Pious, MD,

IT Dek



March , 3 „259

vie. Melvin HN, Brenner
Executive Director
The Family Service of Chester County
300 Seuth High Street
"est Chester, Pennsylvania

Dear ' Ty Brenner:

i am confident that there is value in meetings between
reonle who are interested in communication theory and social
work, On the other hand, most of my recent work has been in
regions rather far from this field and I doubt if I can be of
mich effective use to you at present. I suggest that you get
in touch with Professor Karl Deutsch at Yale, who may be able
to he of some use to you in the mati

pr Yin AV we
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YALE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

BOX 2155 - YALE STATION

NEW HAVEN * CONNECTICUT

March 3, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Mass.

Dear Professor Wiener:

In connection with your lecture to the Yale
Mathematics Colloquium on March 18th, I shall need some
information to complete the detailed arrangements. First
of all, the title of your talk, and second, your detailed
plans for traveling to New Haven so that I can arrange to
meet you.

We are looking forward very much to your visit.

With best regards

Pa - Kar al 7
4

-  7
Co

Felix Browder

Æra DD \ / re



Belmont Public Library —BELMONT 78, MASSACHUSETTS

ELIZABETH 1. HODGES, Librarian

March 3, 1959

Dr. Norbert Wiener
53 Cedar Road
Belmont, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

At a meeting of the Steering Committee for the observance

of National Library Week in Belmont, of which Mr. G. Manuel

Fenollosa is Chairman, it was decided to ask a few prominent

Belmont citizens if they would help by writing brief statements,

based upon their own experience of reading, which they would permit

to be published. It is suggested that each such statement be about

a hundred words long and on some such topic as "What Reading Means

to Me," or "Books that Meant Most to Me." The editors of the Belmont

Citizen and Belmont Herald have indicated they would be willing to

publish such statements as space allows.

If you can find time and would be willing as a contribution to our

Library to write one and permit it to be published, please send it to

me. National Library Week will be observed April 12-18 in 1959. It

mould be appreciated if we could hear from you by March sixteenth. Thank

you for your consideration of our request.

Sincerely yours,

_J
"lan

Elizabeth J7 Hodges, Vice Chairman
Belmont Committee for National Library Week

EJH:JR
ce Mr. Fenollosa

Fr
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THE FIRST UNIVERSALIST-UNITARIAN CHURCH
THEODORE A. WEBB, MINISTER

MRS. ALFRED A. C. MALCOLM, PARISH ASSISTANT

HAVERHILL, MASSACHUSETTS

Professor Noroert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener,

“jghty to one hundred Universalist and Unitarian
ministers gather at Exeter, New Hampshire, each
year in December for a three day session. At the
meeting, we have outstanding authorities speak to
us about religious, social, political or economic
problems, We are very anxious to have you come
to us in December this year, Our men would like
to know what you foresee that the science of elec-
tronics will or might do to our society. Your
book, THE HUMAN USE OF HUMAN BE INGS, shows that
you have done a good deal of thinking about this
matters

lle have a budget which would permit us fo pay
you up fo $100 for being with us, delivering one
lecture, staying over night and answering questions
at the subsequent meetings The dates for our mee t=
ing are December 28, 29, 30. Will you please let
re know as soon as is convenient if you would be

able and willing to come with us. Thank you,

Sincerely,

J / 2 | Å », Å;
Theodore A. Webb

ket

March 5, 1959
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nave known Dr, Paul Erdes for more than ten
je 1. a mathematician of great ability and distinc
is a man of fine character although he is likely vo uv
shat erratic an individual in his modes of behavior. :

na8 already contributed very considerably to American mathew
matics and Lf he is allowed to take a position in this country
Cam certain that we will have much to learn from him for many
cm rma
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dare-

Tr. Vig he Pious

30 thitnev Avenue
Tew Howe" . Comecticut

Year 7 Då me.

‘hile I am interested in the direction of the paver you
nave sent me, I am rather skentical of the value of mathematical
shysical analories in data which have not been reduced t-
-lose cuantitsetive fore and which may perhaps he incapaluis
such 2 reductions I am sending your paper back to you and .
shall be in Hew Haven on Wednesday, March 18, If you would
like to make arrangements to talk with me further, then I shall
ve lad to do so, I thing that such talks would be more fe
the point than an attempt on my part to answer the issues
raised in vour moat recent communication.

“* a

RygOgy

1mang»vr

Th.
Tomoye
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ENCYCLOPZEDIA BRITANNICA

OFFICE OF
"HE EDITOR

March
5
1959

Professor N. Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

I wonder if you have overlooked replying to our letter of January 29,
in which we asked you to prepare the article CCLPULTING MACHINES,
MATHEMATICAL THEORY OF for the Encyclopaedia Britannica.

Since we are anxious to make this assignment, we shall appreciate
rearing from you.

Jincerely yours,

John V. Dodge
anacing Editor

TVD ml s-RSP



HARVARD UNIVERSITY

NIEMAN FOUNDATION
FOR JOURNALISM

Orrice oF THE CURATOR
+4 HoLvoke House
CAMBRIDGE 38, MASSACHUSETTS March 6, 1959

Profe Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Sembridee 39

Dear Mr. Wiener:

You have been good enough to agree to speak to a
seminar for science writers April 2.

I can now give you the meeting place for your talk
and the schedule of the seminar, which I enclose. Your ses-
sion will meet in Kresge Auditorium, Little Theatre.

The group will be having luncheon together and we
shall be happy if you can join us.

Something more than forty science reporters have
accepted our invitations I know you will find them an ap-
sreciative and interested groupe.

The funds we have for this allow me to offer an
honorarium of $100 for your talk.

Let me add my thanks to those of Messrs. Wylie and
lorrey for your participation.

Sincerely yours,

oo he +,
Louis M. Lyons

fh



PROGRAM OF SEMINAR FOR SCIENCE WRITERS - MIT-HARVARD - April 2-3-4, 1959

THURSDAY, APRIL 2, AT MIT

1:30 a.m,

Ne)

12:30 pom,

2:00 pom,

O

5:00 p.m.

Greetings - President Julius A, Stratton, MIT

The Scientific Enterprise

Guidelines from the Past - Leonard K., Nash, Assoc. Prof. of Chemistry, Harvard

The Design of Experiments - William G., Cochran, Prof. of Statistics, Harvard

The Scientist - Norbert Wiener, Prof. of Electrical Engineering, MIT

Man

Chemistry of Heredity - Paul M, Doty, Prof. of Chemistry, Harvard

Recent Devel opments in Molecular BiologyTech gues of Subrieroscopic frvestiy - Cyrus Levénthal, Prof. of Biology,
Alexander Rich, Assoc. Prof. of Biology, Salvador

Viruses, Cells and Cencer = E, Luria, Visiting Professor of Biology, MIT

FRIDAY, APRIL 3, AT HARVARD

2:30 a.m,

Lo

12:30 pom.

Man

The Growing Process - Carroll M, Williams, Prof. of Zoology, Harvard

Action of Drugs on the Nervous System - Otto Krayer, Prof. of Pharmacology
Harvard Medical School

[he Doctor and the Scientist - Johr P, Merrill, Ass't., Prof. of Medicine,
Harvard Medical School

2:00 pom.

bo

5:00 pe.

Matter

Earth's Interior - Francis Birch, Prof. of Geology, Harvard

Structure of the Universe - Thomas Gold, Prof. of Applied Astronomy, Harvard

Meteorology - Hurd C, Willett, Prof. of Meteorology, MIT

*usion - Sanford C. Brown, Assoc. Prof, of Physics, MIT

SATURDAY, APRIL 4, AT HARVARD

2:30 a.m, Matter
Structure of Matter
Field.Theo - Victor Weisskopf, Prof. of Physics, MITto

12:30 Dol Propulsion in Space - George Sutton, Visiting Prof. of Aeronautical Engineering,
MIT

Radiation - Robley D. Evans, Prof. of Physics, MIT
Robert Dudley, Research Assoc. in Physics, MIT

2:00 pel, The Solid State - Herbert Weiss, Lincoln Laboratory Staff, MIT

J 10) pes The Hope for New Materials - Bruce Chalmers, Prof. of Metallurgy, Harvard



NORTHLLEST COLLEGE LECTURES AND CONCERTS ASSOCIATION
March 6, 1959

Oregon State College
Portland State

State College of Washington
Jniversity of British Columbia
University of Idaho
Jniversity of Oregon
Jniversity of Washington

Wilson School og Music .yonzaga University

Mr, Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39
Massachusetts

Dear Mr, Wiener:

The Northwest College Lectures and Concerts Association is a non-profit
organization of facilty representatives from schools listed above who work
together to bring outstanding lecturers and concert artists to their campuses,
This is not a commercial activity, nor is it conceived to function as a
professional booking agency does, Its reason for being stems from the
realization that nome of us is able to pay enough to bring a man from say,
Johns Hopkins; but, if he had several engagements in our area in a limited
time we could offer enough to cover travel expenses and provide a modest
fee besides,

We should like to explore the possibility of inviting you to lecture
during the academic year 1959-60, Usually the schedules are arranged to
accomodate from three to seven lectures in about that many days, Would you
consider such a tour? If so, at what time do you think you would be free, and
what would be your fee for each school? We understand that schedules and
calendars can be very complicated, so please do not think in terms of definite
commitment at this time, It is necessary, however, for me to have initial
information about fees and aprroximate dates for a meeting of our representatives
about the middle of next month,

de sincerely hope that we can work out something with you, providing
you find the proposal agreeable, A reply by return mail will be greatly
appreciated, or as close to that as your convenience will allow,

Respectfully yours,

Guy TückerManage

GTsis
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Enclosed is a letter which Professor Viener received
recent” from Hr. N, Ve Findler in Sydner Anstrelia, Since
ron + working in an area in which Mr, Firdler is interested,

. ammreciste your consideration of his leva =
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YALE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

BOX 2155 * YALE STATION

NEW HAVEN : CONNECTICUT

March 9, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Mass,

Dear Professor Wiener:

x I am addressing this letter to you directly, alth-
ough it idfAnswer to your secretary's letter, The Yale Colloquium
is held at 5:00 P,M, and preceeded by å half-hour tea at 4:30
PM... I should suggest that if Mrs, Wiener ard you are driving
down to New Haven, you should come as early as possible in the
day and get settled and rest a little before your talk, We have
arranged for you and Mrs, Wiener to stay in the guest suite of
one of the Yale Colleges, Berkeley I believe, and you can, if
you wish, stay over Thursday night as well, After your talk,
a dinner party at the Faculty Club and an informal party after-
vards have been arranged, I might remark that in a recent convers-
ation which I had with Karl Deutsch, he expressed his interest
in having you address a group of his colleagues in the social
science departments on Thursday,

Let me add some general directions on getting to
Yale by car, Get off the Wilbur Cross Parkway at the Whitney
Avenue New Haven exit (the first coming from Boston) and proceed
toward New Haven on Whitney Ave, well into town until you reach
a fork where the street becomes one way. Then turn right on
Irumbull Street and go one bhock to Hillhouse Ave,. The mathematics
building is at the corner (or more precisely, one house from the
corner) of Hillhouse and Trumbull, Its formal name is Leet Oliver
Memorial Hall, If you should have any trouble finding your way,
telephone me through the mathematics department through the Yale
number, STate 7-3131,

Once you get to the mathematics building, I can
make the necessary arrangements,

We are all looking forward to having you here,

 ~~ heat regards

“SOWA



Ihe Technology Press
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

AMBRIDGE 139, MASSACHUSETTS

March 9, 1959

Mrs. Margaret M. Kruger
M. I.T. 2-276

Dear Mrs. Kruger:

Thank you for the circular and the letter about
the new second edition of Cybernetics issued by
Hermann et Cie. I should be glad to have a look
at one of those coples that he is sending you
when it arrives.

Very truly yours,

Lynwood Bryant |
Director

[B:ow





W. L. Pious, M.D.
340 WHITNEY AVENUE

NEw HAVEN 11, CONNECTICUT

March 9, 1950

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

Thank you very much for your letter of the fifth
and for the expression of interest in the direction of
my paper, which is surely as much as I had hoped for.
I am very skeptical myself about such speculations, al-
though I do see some prospect for obtaining quantitative
data.

I will be very interested, indeed, to be able to
talk things over with you personally and I am delighted
to learn that you will be in New Haven on March 18. I
can arrange to be free in the morning at your convenience
or from 2:00 P.M. on, providing I have some advance
notice. My wife and I would be very happy to have you
as our guest for dinner, for the evening and for the
night, if that is convenient to you. If the evening is
already tied up, I can arrange to meet with you during
the day as indicated, either at my office or at my home
or at any place which will be convenient to you.

I will look forward to hearing from you and I hope
it will be possible for you to spend the evening with us.

Sincerely yours,

Fi:
A . Pious, M.u.

WLP:k
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Mr, John V, Dodge
Managing Editor
Encyclopaedia Britannica
L25 Ne Michigan Avenue
“learn 1. Illinois

Near rm. Å må te

Thank you for your letter of March 6, 195° rofessor
Wiener wrote to Mr, “alter Yust on February . . stating
that he is unable to accept new oblirations at thir vime, He
regrets that he must decline your request for an 21" 10 on
Computing Machines, Mathematical Theory Of.

Sincere” "NY

fargaret M. Krug
Secretary 1
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theodore Le Webb, Minister
© + Universalist-=Unitarian Church

Vnssachusetts

3

» an cutting my ouiside lecturing to the bone, Moreover
the Christmas holidays serve me a useful purpose in erabling
ny wife and myself to take &amp; little trip and is rest a1 whieh
we very much need, I therefore do not see my way clear tn
accenting your interesting invitation to give a talk to vour
conference during the next Christmas holidays.

—
= Lh nl
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NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
N.Y.U.-I.C. A.- ISRAEL PROGRAM

6 WASHINGTON SQUARE NORTH

NEW YORK 3, N.Y.

TELEPHONE: SPRING 7-2000
EXTENSIONS 8227, 8165

March 10, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Mass.

Dear Professor Wiener:

Your letter of February 20 just came to my attention upon
my return from Israel. Present plans call for the termination
of our contract with the academic year 1959-1960. It would
appear, therefore, that your present plans and the terminal
date of our program are somewhat in conflict.

Should this contract be extended, I would be pleased to get
in touch with you and perhaps work out a suitable program
and timing.

Thank you very much for your interest in our project.

Sincerely yours,

B. Bernard Greidinger
Coordinator

rå
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ehbeth J, Hodges, Vice Chairman
+r for National Library "eek

&gt; Library
sanachugetis

A % A TDear ins Hodes

Tour letter puts me in a difficult predicaments On the
ene hand, it sngeests that I write a rather platitudinous
statement vileh will in gum may simply "I like to read! cop
FT thint that neople cupght to read more." I have a prejudice
against publishing platitudes lor fired ccuagionse On the
other hand, if I were to go into any detall and give a statee
ment which meant anything, it would certainly be controversial
and very likely would not suil you at ell, Between Scylla and
Charyodis I think I should keep completely away from the
waters containing both, Tn addition to that, I feel strongly
against writing bespoken papers which Jorece upon me what may
ha 8 vere tire consuming and otherwise inapnronriate rv! °F ha

 hope vou will gee my volnt und vått vires wi
better rot to annegr NT mme 130
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Bnclnsed is a letter which Professor Wiener received from
Elsa Gress Wright 7 Copenhagen, Denmark concern gm |

&gt; menslation of Th» Human Use of Human Beings. we are
1150 enclosing a copy rT andag arnreclate
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Mr book will primarily appeal to these of a certain degree
&gt;f intellectuql sophistocation and in Denmark the fraction of
these who cannet only read English but who cannot read English
th considerable ease is extremely smalls The popure~tion of
Denmark is to the best of my knowledge around four million,
The fraction of the poomlation to whom ny book would apneal
in any lanruage can scarcely be over 100,000, Of this selected
sroup the nart to whom my book would not be almost equallv
available in Inglish can not be over two or three thousar”,
This is a mblig even if I were to sccure the whole of .
which would barely justify the expense of a translation,
bo this the fact that my book is also available in Frenct
Jerman and Swedish translations and the undertaking seems -o
me more than doubtful, I am writing to Houghton Mifflin suge
resting that they acquaint you with the publishers of the Cermar
and Swedish editions and that they take steps to see that at
least one of the English editions (preferably the panarback
sdition) be available to Danish booksellers

Since»

Torhert Wiener

TT wm

nce Hourhiton Mifflin Company
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Mr. Marvin Schwartz
ZA Motte Vampm
klhan"'
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Schere:

fnclosed is an article which you sent to Professor Wiener
1n0e a gos He has been exiremely busy this term and finds

wiil not have time to commend nr 3 vmir spytt ne,

Margaret M. Xrvger (Mrs,;
stan Sn Dppgfeagnr Wioney

hæmr



SYRACUSE UNIYEPSTT SYRACUSE 10, NEW YORK

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

March 12, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 38, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

Recently, I sent you a dittoed form which called for letters supporting
the re-entry of Paul Erdbs into the United States.

Since a letter from such a distinguished person as yourself would be of
creat value, I am taking the liberty of enclesing copies of materials
already obtained,

Thank you, sir, for your kind attention.

Sincerely yours,

BL '

Wm. 4. Pierce



STANFORD UNIVERSITY
stanford, Californis

\pplied iathem:tics and
Statistics Leboratory

Vare'y 7 - OE

The Hon. George DL. Ail~
United States Lene
@ashinston, DI. .

Dear Senator A")

iy friend and former colleague at Syrocuse university Irof., Bill Pierce
suggested that I write to you in behalf of Prof. aul Hrdfs v'io wishes 16 return
to this country after involuntary absence for 4 1/2 years, Since Pierce in-
formed you about the background of the difficulties Krela encountered, I gmay
restrict myself to my personal impressions of irdds. I fo 1 entitled to do 80
since I have mown him since 1938 when he vas &amp; youny man oo 735 years,

Erdds impressed me from the first moment nf our acquaintance by his mathe-
matical in enuity end hig originality as a human being as well, Ye is one of
the scientifically most productive matheieticians now living. He is inter-
nationally recognized oa one of the foremost suthoritics in particular in the
theory of numbers and his work stimuleted much further research,

Several yeurs ajo he received a prize for his research from the Americun
mathematical Society, But his great influence is only partly duc to his writ-
ten work. [lo is onc of the most social mathematicians who loves to discuss
all problems on lids mind with other people, whether these vroblems sre scien-
tific or political or of any other nature, This made him an almost fanatic

traveller ond ho refused soveral times to accent or to keep very good positions
because it would have restricted his personal freedom. By his intimate contact
sith young mathematicians all over the country he influenced their scientific
‚rowth to a very high degree.

Re; rding his political ccnvictions I would like to make the following
remarks. uUeveral times I wes witness of discussions of politi -~1 problems of
our times of Lrdde with other people. From these diseuszsions drew the cone
viction that he hates communism es much as he hates fascism and I am sure that

everybody whe has known råds for a longer period of time end knows his love
of individual freedom will share mv conviction.

Concluding, I would like to emphasize that
would bring new stron. impulses to mathematical
pccially amon; youn: mathemnticicns and I would
an this account.

"rdds' reentry into this country
research in this country, es-
reet his return first of all

J res aT

7 0” - Loewner

1. Jord -
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The Honorabl!~ Hubbard H. Hirenhes
The United co Senate

Waehd—"

Des S---~
&gt; å

I sm writing te you with reference to the case of  “iavingulsned
Hungarian-American mathematician, Profasest BPoaal Erden, vho hag ben
having great difficulty in obialiring e visa to re-eni-o Ihe Um 73 States.
He resided in the United States from 1939 to 1954 end left at that tims to
deliver an invited address to the International Mathematical Confersnes iu
Amsterdam and was then denied re-enbtry into the United States, This denlia.
has been officially ascribed to the Immigration and Nationality Act, Seo-
tion 212{a) (28). The Staie Department has nob reveslad the actual ground:
for this action. Acsording to a letter from Arch K. Jean, United States
Consul in Toronto, sent to Senator Ralph Flanders, the nature of the
evidence is confidential and may not bs divulged,

I have known Erdos since he was an lastructor and I wes gn undere

graduate at the Unlwer-its 77 Deanssmtrr=fa in 1940, fo bh“ “me, ag you
know, many &amp;r-riceon .. ng „lerrerd boo Conmuandst
party line, aad mary "7" ‚70 åty members, toc, weve flirting
with such ideas. Egd~ 1 vag © = Cappad opponent of the O.P. and

did much to help young pr”  . Ft mem *o understand and steer clear of
communist front activities row 01) disguisad.

Erdos is one of the outsiepd’— —-*--=a*igians ia the world, About
seven years ago, he was awarded - “= American Mathematie=l.
Society for the best work done &gt; - mathewatisisn in ale hia

and number theory duving "&gt; po

Erdos hes always been interested in young people, and has probably
done more than anv other single person to inspire young American mathe-
maticians. During his residence in the Unitod States, he vas constantly
traveling around the country, and he always spent most of his time dis-
cussing mathematics with young people; stimulating them to originel
thinking, collsburating with them on research problems, and offering
valuable suggestions for further work. There is no question that Erdos
absence from this country is = serious loss to education end ree To

mathematics hør”.

Erdos’ main troubles stem from the fact that he 1s ageinst any kind
of suthoritsriaciasm, is totally uncompromising in his ragistance to die-
tation, and is compietely imprsctical in his behavior, Most people, for
example, ere rather cautious, and will not quit a job unless they have
another one lined up, When Erdos has been dizsetisfied with a job
because of a matter of princivle, he has always quit first end then



he Honorabie Hubert H., Humphrey Pags 2 Jenue”J-
3 Wig

-. At

begun looking for another job, I understand that Erdos was invited ic
Amsterdam in 1954, he was told by the immigration sutnoritie= that he
sould remain in the United States but was warned that if he = 74, be
would not be given a re-entry permit for undiscloged ressons., Krdos
told me at that time that he considered this an unwarranted infrinpem=a’
on his liberties and that he would leave just becsuss they sald he
couldnt come back, When interviewed by an American immigration officl
he expressed surprises that an educated person should not have read the
works of Karl Marx, He has been offered a permanent position in Hungary
sevaral times with promises of munificlert - “lary and luxurious living
conditions, but has always refused besci &gt; the Hungarian officials would
not promise that he would be free to leave Hungary if he wished, Sines
1955 he has visited his mother in Hungary seversl times on condition %na*
the officials would permit him to leave when he wished. Nelther he ner
anyone else seams to know why the Hungarian government has permitted thie
It certainly can have nothing to ds with any communist activities or
organizations that he might be associated with, As far as I know, he has
never engaged in any political activities whatscever and has always
sxoressed his ovinien freely without regard to possible sont” quene””

Erdos 1s very eccentric and nonconformist and may have troubles in
routine intervicws with unimaginative officials, The United States, hor
sver, has a graat deal to lose and nothing to gain by keeping Erdua oul
barause of routine application of the usual regulations.

I understand that an appropriate action might be a waiver from tie
\ttorney-Generalis offise, I hope that you or some of ths other senators
may able to take some practical steps to enable Erdos to return to the
United States,

Thank vou very much for snr efforts —r 777 "aba in this case

Sine

(sign  nsenhianm

PAUL GC. ROSA.
Director
Mier canta Sahel Mathews ag Caper

PCR:m
The Honorable Ralph E. Flanc
United Stater Senat
washington, D.C.

Professor William A, Plate
Departmant of Methemav.
Syracuse University
Syracuse 10, New York



THE UNIVERSITY OF MICIHIGA!

—

KL.
February ? 10807

The Honorable Dwioht D. Eisenhower
President of the United States
The White ilousn

Washington, I

Dear ir. Pre"

I have just seen a copy of the letter that Professor tm. i. Pierce of
Syracuse University sent you on December 27, concerning the mathematician
Faul DLrdos. The statements made by Professor Pierce heve my complete
endorsement,

Lver since I had the good fortune of becoming asccuainted with Lrdos,
about 1946, he and I have en; vged in joint matho.stical rescarch, and
thercfore I have a fairly clos- knowledge of the man, lio is honorable and
scrupulously honest, and if he vere permitted to coms to our eountry, he
would be a credit to us,

sone five or ten ycers sgo, an American methenatician's education
wag hardly complete unless he had held at least cone ceovversation with
srdos. Teday, the profession has a new generation of younnsters who do
not know the man personally, except Zor the few who have met hip abroad,
drdos has much to centribute to our young people, and if he were here. he
would contribute abundantly. Ile is lncredibly genercus with his time and
efforts. In the old days, his trovels back and forth scross Ameries
always left a trail of enthusiastic and fruitful activity

in locking the gate a; oinst “rdos, the Immirration Office hurts
zrdosy who would like to sce his many American {ricnds. But aside from
the human aspect of the matter, and aside from the props: ands value that
the affair has for the left ing, regrettable damage is being done to the
sclentific activity within the United States. Enlichtened self-intorest
dictates that Erdos should be invited to return, snd thet he should have
the right of leavin;; and enterin; the country without hindrance,

I 36 mv sincere hone that the rirht and srofit* "7 - £hin- © 7* be
¥ in

henne»? ALT emp

Tes Dim andan

man
4



[he University of Michigar
Ann Arbor

Departmen” 7 Na hematieos

=o 1 a ee en

professor Wh. 4. Pierce
separtment of lathomat’
Syracuse Univer?"*--
syracuse 10, N-

Jear Frofeasor ©

I have seen a copy of your letter of December 27 to
President Zisenhowser., On the one hand, I hold little hope
that the gentleman will road your message; on the other
hand, I have emulated your example and written a letter,
myself, in the hope that it will catch the eye oo.” someone
who is imaginative enough to take some action.

It has been suggested that a barrage of appeals to
members of the United üt «tes Senate may bc more effective,
if it can be organized, If you have anv plans fcr concer? €
action, I shell be happy to stir th~ ~~ Michigan.

... -

é

Te

 ap
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The University of Toronto
Simcoe Hall,
27 February, 1959.

Attorney-General =---—-

jashington, DD."

dear Attornetu Tem 0

I am writing to testify to the character of Professor Fanl trdds end to
indicate what I take his standing as a mathematician to be.

Your records will show that he is Hungarian born and that he spent some
time in England, mostly on the staff of the University of Manchester before
coming out to this continent slightly over a decade ago. Generally speaking, he
ig well-informed on political, historical, and national affairs, somewhat rescmbling
in that regard the late Professor John von ifeumann, who likewise was Hungarian born
and became Professor at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton before ‘orld
sar II, and soon after that a special advisor of the United States Government on
jefence matters and latterly to President Zisenhower himself. Professor Lrdds ise
a very speculative man in human affairs and in Mathematics but not more so than
Professor von .leumann was, who in addition was concerned with trying to do some-
thing towards preserving freedom in the world and at the same time developing,
often from the ground up, whole new domains of Mathematics, Briefly this means
that Lrdds is more inclined to be merely speculative about human affairs when von
Neumann was inclined to yo beyond that and do something about it, Likewise in
their common {icld of Mathematics Lrdds ranges over a wide territory in Number
Theory, Algebra, Geometry, and Function Theory and does a great number of brilliant
things, whereas von Ieumann was equally prolific but more inclined to put new life
into a whole discipline by an inspired analysis of its structure. As a personality
and scholar I would rank 5rdds not quite as high as von Heumann, largely because in
sorld affairs he stopped at speculating and in Methematics was less far flung end
raried. You will understand I am sure, however, that this still leaves :rdds a
srcat mathematician, for von Neumann in the absolute sense didn't stand below such
riants as Newton cof old and [Einstein of our own time,

For all these reasons I feel that in his interests and character there is
nothin; to fear from ird8s, while in his own line as a creative mathematician he
is certainly one of the grestcst men now living. Perhaps, in both fields he lacks
the sense of urgency that von Neumann had, but with the passing of the latter he
has to some extent taken over his position in the uwgrld of scholarship and may yet
develop into a man eager to tackle the most fundamental problems, with a more than
even chance of pulling them off.

Yours sincerely-

Semuel Beatty,
Prof. Emeritus cf Mathematics,
Chancellor of the Universi*r



vHE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

Simcoo liall,
"7 February, 1959

Senator liumphraer.
Jnited states Senet

.aghingt~r

Joar emnet

Professor silliem A. rierce of the Department of Mathematics
pf Syracuse Lniversity has asked me .to send you a letter which you
nicht submit along with others of a similar nature to Attorney-Uceneral
ers, iv the hope that the whole lot of them might weigh with him
and bring about a favorable decision in the matter of admitiing Frofes-
sor Erdds, as formerly, to the right to sojourn In the United States,
It seened to me that he is, on the whole, £&amp; somewhat lesser man then
his great countryman, the late John von Neumann, end for this coincidences
some comparison might safely be admitted. At the University of Toronto
ve arranged for him to speak to our Seminar in Mathematics some years
aro, but he pot as far as Buffelo and telephoned me from there to say
that he would likely heave difficulty in crossing back into the United
states once his lecture wes over, 1 advised him not to risk such a

calamity, and so he stayed on your side. Some years later he went to

rope, end what he feared at Buffalo has now become a reality -- he
zannotf get permission to re-enter the Country.

Fersonally, I feel that there isn't the slightest danger
in granting him permission. It only appears dangerous, for he in
a very great genius in Mathematics and somewhat of a talker o&gt; world
affairs end problems, In short, the word genius misht well + .
excuse for a wealth of desultory tallry, which he is inclined "4 pour
out, with little thought of the consecuences or sense of responsibility
There isn't the slightest doubt thot he is ea very great methematicien
and could play a great role in stimulating graduate students end staf?
membere in the United States, who were fortunate enourh to have contest
with him,

Youre sincerely

Samuel Beatty
Chancellor.



UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
TORONTO 5. CHTARIO, CANADA,

Simcoo Hall,
TT Fohmuary. 1050

Frofessor William A. Fierce
Uepartment of Mothemotice.
syracuse Untsm mr? 4

Syraces —

x Sn .jenr Fre”. -r

Znclosed please find a copy of a letter
I em sending to Senator Humphrey for transmission with
others of a similar nature to Attorney-General hogers,
looking to getting permission for Paul Irdds to get the
right to sojourn in the Unitsd States restored to him,
carrying with it the opportunity of influencing graduate
studies there by personal contact with students and
ntafig.

I hope it is not presumptucus of me to
weigh him es I have done and to conclude that ho tips
the scale rather less than von Neumann did in his day.
flere gesmed to be something worth while in rough
cracketing the two of them together and calling atven-
tion to the wide difference in treatment accorded the
two men, Desides, to give him his niche somewhat under
that of von leunann leaves him still above almost al:
Lhe mothericiicians of our day.

{ours

( Sich:

Ue Beg
~“bar

 |
Lol Js.
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Srreacuge University
Deportaont of lnthometies
Cvracuse 10, Now York
Læeerbor 27, 19068

The Honoradl~ Dricht De Eisenho
President c "&gt; United Sta*ta.
me White Hov”
Tashingten

Dear tir, Fre 7”

an unfortunate situation has arisen concerning the di«¥iaguiched Kungarien-
American mathematician, Professor Paul Erdds. During his reesidones in
this country from 1929 to 1954, he ecntributed much +o our mathenetics.
levelopment, nd to the development of young Anericon mathematiciens.
In 1954, he delivered en invited address at the World Usthemetics Congress
in Amsterdan=~only to be denied re-entry to the United States: this
jenisl has been of ficielly sssribed to the Immigration and Notlonality
Act, Section 212(a)(28). The ectusl grounds for this eotion have not
been revosled by the State Depertment, even to the Professor, himself,

Paul Erd®s is much beloved by mathcmaticiens all over the mer! debet
for his professionel distinction, and for the eccentricity 0. -~=sem\7"
which starps him as cue of the most "rugged" individualists alive. Us
is strongly antlesuthoritarien, and hence non=Commnist. His activities
are almost completely non-politieal,

Prd8s enjoyed America; and America, for the most part, eppreci-ted Erdds
One may well ask why he never applled for U, S. Citizenship, In answer
please permit me to quoto from a letter recently written by Professor
Erd8s and now in my possession; it is dated December 14, 1°77: Heifa,
Israel;

"I did not apply for U, S. Citizenship, since I am stateless,
so to speak, by ralitical comviction. I loft (America) without
2 re-entry permi”; rinse T object to iron curtains--bcla Joe's
al Cre fg

ra Baer 3 N må mg A æ ra PENNE ED Å Hrd 4)Hethemat?- tomas mill recomnise the language as "ahnt" - Drds,” with
"el - &gt; "Sam? Bo ba MA OK

ok Tomar To må writes as Å None

"To make mattors short, I am not end have not been a communist
and do not know why 'Sam® refuses a re-entry permit. 1 never
induired in amy political setivity, but always Told mv opinion
roel."

the sort of remark which Frd#s makes, and which may confuse some oifleicls
ts illustrated by the following. An American immigration official asked
Erd8s if he had ever read Karl Marx. "Why yes, of course!" he replied,
"Heventt youth

Possibly, the
is of serious

success of Erdüs in gaining adwittonce to Communist Hungary
aoneern to the State Department. In fact, Professor Erdds



mas questionsd by an American Immigration 0fficisl at Toronto (carly 1958
ns to whether he felt that his visits to Hungary might not be injurious
to the cause of freedom, His reply was eloquent. He said: “On the
contrary, I feel thet I em supporting the cause of frecdom, and as long
as my mother lives in Hungary, I Shall lose ne ovportunity to vis... her.

In the letter alre~ om mer +© - x uoted - [a | discusse Him 2 '

uote. ses h?- trinr
mme al Le

"I can go freely in and out of Hungary since August, 1958; i.0.,
after tae refusal © =v reeer™~- ~~it; so the origirel refusal
can have nothing © ‘Hw hr La, with travelling to Hungary).
It is, of course, true that I go in end out of Hungary with Joe's
approval and permission: the mathematicians errenged this in 1955,
and ao doubt the Minister of Interior--or perhaps even the Cablnete
approved this; but this in no wey implies that I belong or belonged
to any organization which supports or loves 'Joe.! (The only ones
I belong to are the Americen Civil Liberties Unicn and their
British counterpart.)

One might perhaps ask what does Jes! get out ~F his deal. I
really do not know: but, certainly at mn om - khamnelves,
they sen appear as sctinz in å rather - vær” ve gk

'{e€., Joe) might heve some other re-~=on unkvorm

pmerica nseds the great creative ebilities of people like Paul Erdds.
I believe we should have faith enough, and t mature enough, to welcome
nonconforming spirits like Paul Erdds. In the long run, we have fer mor
to gain from security through achievement than from "security" through
suprression.

Senator Raelpa Flanders has made generous efforts to obtain a visa for
rrofessor Erdds, but he has not succeeded in this endeavor. Coples of
some of the correspondence involved will be found enclosed herewith,
(There is included a letter from Professor Ankeny of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.)

This letter, ir. President, is written to present the humble sugzestion
thet a waiver from the Attornsy-General's office would be most appropriate
in the ErdBs case. The return of krdds to this country would inspire
sur mathematicians. Hore than that, it would show the world that America
joes not treat intellectuals the way Russia treats its Pasternaks.

Beyond the desirability of a waiver for Erdds, there remains the need
For serious study of the current immigration laws and the aprlicaticn
thereof.

The United States should not trr~-" ite~"7 as bnd'v as it hes in the Erdås
nee nF

Reer~""" 77 ~ vourr.

2
Po

 mm

Wma An Pierce
Assoc*+Professor

Tap” Aasnrag



EMANUEL CZLLER
11th District, liew York

Chairman
Committee on the Judiciary

~ashington Secretary
Minnie Jhite

Congress of the United States
House of licpresentetives

washington, Db. C.

New York Office

1501 Broadway
dew York City

347 House Office
Bullding

.ashington

dew York Secretary
lary Dougherty

liarch 6, 1959

Mr. William A. Pierce
Department of Mathematics
Syracuse University
Syracuse 10, New York

Dear ir. Plerce:

I have been informed that the Paul
brdos case is still pending in the Department of
State, but a decision is expected within a relatively
short tine.

In the meantime, it has been suggested
that lr, Srdos should keep the American Embassy in
Budapest informed of his whereabouts at all times, in
order that they may notify him sbout the outcome of his
case, as soon as they have been advised by the Department
of State, ill you please sond this message to lr. Erdos

Fleasa be assursd that I will write you
immediately I have learned the decision of the Depart-
ment of State.

ith all good wishes,

Sincerely,

(si;ned; Emanuel Celler

manuel Celler

—

(XLg
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February 19, 1959

Dr. raul C. Rosenbloom, Director
Minnesota School Mathematics Center
University of Kinnesota
Yinneapolis 14, Minnesota

he: br. raul Erdos

Uear br i 5Oft amt? Sor

ac a *
tr

direct-~

tion is now wheth.

application out of Israel.

te 27 0hed adv”. Sem 4kå +

eptir Å ;yo inf creatine gu

have better luck v' 0 +

yo

Let me know whether I on |

of further assistance if he decides to apply in that areca.

Ath all cood wishes,

sincerely yours,

Hubert HÅ. Humphrey

“nclosure

TN 3 113am A. Pierce
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ihe Honorable
Ralph Ee. Flanders

ited States Senate
"Sinnen. Del.

Dear Senehn 7 oC

Ih
roar | have co”ar intor- A ne letter of Jannasy ©

 Em PP #1 Paul Lyd

- m0 waryA + WC

 ie

LB Tr oe SL r Åvreiferenoeno to
a OA wDVidted Staton.

I havn heem glad “~~ 7 07 04. 4his matter and I find that Mr, Frade
epplipgd = December 27 nd States Zrbarnsy in Tel Aviv. for p
returning 1 donc 8 application was acmpl. ©.
Frade 109% Tel aviv and 0 ying for his visa ot this «7
Luring the course of the se“ 7 investigeticn certain Information was
dsveloped requiring a further inquiry to determine Mr. Exdfs’ Togibhilid:
to receive a visa. Until the iavestizetion is completed, it år not
poasikle for the coasuler officor to reach a decision om this casa.
can assure you that this investigslbion is being handled prompily end
that eg scon as it is completed you will be informed of the decision
rocched.-

Flonase ba assured that every consideration consistent with the
fod eo "Tem Yamg ard rooT 27 Tans will be shom fire Erdåst monlianetion.

“incor Tv yours.

iven B, White
Y.-L , Tr

~~Wr



United States Senate
Commie Om Finener

Filliam A. Pisree
Associate Profasssar
Syracuen Um meet deg
Syracuse, Few Jv

hear Professor Piers

enclosed is a copy of a letier which I have received
tonsul in Terento couserning Paul Erdde, You mov be
soncinne my efforts in the mattar

BY ear, sil won, 8 05Pron ha AST. wn
srs å ee]
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MASS ASHUSETTS INSTITUTE OP PEGHUOLO
DLP AKTNENT OP MATHEMATIOS

jemnbridse 39, Hassachuectte
February 19, 1058

The Honsrable Ralph ”
United States Sor-'
UVashånrton. *'

27] Ye

Dear Sen-” = a.

Profesr~r M- 7 P-g psked me to write you r
reply to yrr- = -? February 19. 1070

vowrg or: mm Pend EsReal 3å 8as
~

er

3:

Dre Erdos is one of the truly generous mathematiciens who first
instructed and then aided me in mathematics. He is devetzd to
mathematics, His interest ond enthusiasm sve contagious to both
students and fallow mothematicionse He has helped to develop many of
the younger mathereticions in both United States and England today.
Ee is one of the forcmost mathematicians alive today. ie has probably
published more original papers in mathematical journals then eny othes
mathomaticlan now alive.

Dre ErdSs' political views reflect his visws on the sgactity of
personal integrity. He is en uvacompronising advocate ~f prvsonal
freodom of human speech, resther brusguely cr. if ome in ar’ poeva 7)
his great delight in debate om all issues. His own quigrtt
politics could hardly be give a label since he arrives av
conclusion uniguely,

 TSonas
 par ce

In conclusion, I can soe no logical reason why Dr. Paul Erdös should not
be readmitted to this country, and furthernicre believe his ezclusim *
a shocking waste in the training of young Ar~ricen mathomaticisns.

Sincerely yours

{s) Nesmith C, Anke
Aseocints Profese~
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1 have reseivnd =~ further information about the Foul Zrdüs 0290
bub will chizel vo om the matter again to sc» If there 7 Tretheg

igvelopromte-

Tigh hest

Since“

psander:ee— 77mn.
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United States Sonate
Toshington, De Co
Septombez 24, 15828
Sovinzficld, fornont

Dr. Willienm As Pierge
Department ei Mathematicr
Syracuse University
Syracuse 20. To Ter

Dagar Dr. DE ape

As you will see from tho oncloged copy of a letter from #7» Coungul
in charge at Toronto, we now seen to have come hr Tr 0? 7 # bg
line im our offorts to help Dr. Paul Lrdéc.

If you have anything further © ~ cueme~"
from yer

Sinoeir
ue ww

Ralph BE. Flanders
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SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

THE DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

March 25. 1959

in Announcement ebout the ¥rdds Csse

fou will t~ pleased to learn that Paul Erd8s has just been granted

1 visitor's visa to re-snter the United States. I received the

Pollowing two telegrams this afterncon

P WYN199 GOVT PD=BU WASHINGTON Df 25 4?1PM®--
DR WILLIAM A PIERCE

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY

SYRACUSE N¥=

STATE DEPARTMENT INFORMED MY OFFICE THIS AFTERNOON THAT
TELEGRAM HAD BEEN SENT TO CONSUL IN BUDAPEST INSTRUCTING
HIM TO ISSUE VISITORS VISA TO TRDOS. KNOW YOU WILL BER
PLEASED TO HEAR THIS HEWS=

YILLIAM H MEYER MEMBER OF CONGRESS

sa one wile MMC

P WYQ059 GOVT PD=NS WASHINGION DC 25 A44PME
DR WILLIAM A PIERCE, DEPARTMENT CF MATHEMATICS=

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY SYRACUSE NY=

WAIVER FOR DR. PAUL, ©RDOS APPROVED TODAY. IT WAS Å
PLEASURE TO ASSIST=

HUBERT H HUMPHR"Y

Jam = --® we?

he mm”

re ra a . ;
Art wey

wl he

Son 4 AN Ela 05

- en

„&gt; Ld

take this opportun” to thank the manv mathematicisne cn scientiste

mo particivated in our lett r-writine cemorien. Without vour genercus

2ffort: &gt; ng much would have happened. A. lv is. wo I © alliracted

oat’ on oe? soverlt Membre * Gonøre: ind wa should

»eantinie ns: for + change in the Immigration Laws ™ma i. ia still

tmportant. © writ. letters about the more general problem.

37133 am A DS myer Rpamni ate DraftCa an











YALE UNIVERSITY
NEW HAVEN 11, CONNECTICUT

214 HALL OF GRADUATE STUDIES

13th March, 1959.

Dr, Norbert Wiener,
53, Cedar Street,
Belmont 78,
Mass,

Dear Dr, Wiener,

It has been brought to our attention that you
will be visiting the Yale campus on Wednesday and
Thursday of next week. The Political Science and
International Relations graduate student clubs would
be very much interested in having you meet with them
for an informal discussion during your visit. It
is our hope that you might give us the benefit of
your observations on information theory and the
gocial sciences or on any topic of your choice.

Doctor Karl Deutsch has mentioned that you
might be free during the morning of Thursday, how-
ever, any time which would be convenient for you
would be most acceptable to us.

We are looking forward to your visit to the
Yale campus.

Sincerely,

Dave Barber

L. Te. +.

William Foltz



Physiologisches Institut der Universitit
Vesalianum Basel
Vesalgasse 1 Telephon 22 3592

2 må mm der

sasel, Harr
. / 4

0

0i Tr GC £ »

1959

Jiener

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology

Boston

ADT -rbert

It was a pleasure bo receive your book on

in Random Theory" in which I recognized your diagram on the

brain clock, and in which I found a very good picture of your-

self. Uxcuse me if1 wright you only now, but T was very busv

vreparing my report for the International Meeting in nhyvsiology

in Buenos-Alires in August.

ve had the vigi * Professor Tindsley recentlv. who gave me

some news from Boston and vourself. Are vou planinæg to go to

Hagn, Jad a =

{opine chat -

Je ©

| Harmierite and the whole family are going well.

rr kindest regards. Gilberte joins mveself with the

~ +

rs verv sincerelv,

2 ra

1

A, '
2 LL AA

On ler
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DREXEL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING ~BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
HOME ECONOMICS - LIBRARY SCIENCE

PHILADELPHIA 4. PA.

verch 13, 19659

Jr. Norbert Wiener
vepartment of Mathematics
lessachusetts Institute of Technolory
sembridese 39, Massachusetts

dear Doctor Wiene-

As a member of the Humsnities Depsrtm:nt at M.I.T. from 1947 to
1954, I was greatly impressed by your encouragement and contribution as we
struggled to develop a stimulating program in the humanities. I remember
7ith delight the evening you spent with the "Ideas at Eight!" group discussing
Paradox in Children's Literature. I am now encased in develoving a
mumenities program at Drexel,

We are establishing a Humanities Lecture Series this spring, and I
vould be pleased and Drexel honored if you could come down to give the first
fumanities Lecture, We envision a lecture open to all of the Institute, to
be given by an outstanding scientist or professional men who will discuss
what are to him significant humanistic problems in the twentieth century,
If you can come, we shall place The Humen Use of Humen Beings on the reading
list for students in industry and urge all students and members of the Drexel
community to reed it, We hope that following the lecture there will be a
lively open period of questions and discussion. You understand, I am sure,
mat ve are trying to do.

The best date on the Drexel calendar appears to be Friday, May 8
de can, I imacine, arrange another date if it would be mr: annvenient.

An honorarium, of course, will be given; and I shall be grateful
if you will let me know what you would exnect in the wav of a fee. accommo—
lations. ete.

I sincerely hope that you cen come, We ~re putting creat stock on
zettine the Lecture Series off? + at, ad

Sincerel wx J a7

GR
i a

Y 3 { 5

Sterg 0'Dé11, Chairman
Department of English

re
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re Guy Tucke:
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. Manager
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=gor Wiener asked me to write and tell you that
unable to participate in a scheduled tour m”
Such a tour would be very exhausting for him,

seeds that he must save his strength to work on
rresreh and writinee He hopes that von will understand

we
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SOCIETY OF BROTHERS

JARAGUAY URUGUAY

March 14, 1959

‘NGLAND Nb

OAIS LAKE
FARMINGTON. PA.

[ELEPHONE: DAvis 9.5515

NEW YORK

Yr. Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear kr. Wiener:

[ appreciate your prompt and helpful letter of February 18
ie are interested in your resedch in cybernetics and your
insight into its use. f

You may know something about our movement, snd we are
enclosing a little leaflet describing some aspects of
this. We would be glad to be in touch with you and your
research into these matters.

Sincere’

Lo
Eberhar rv

L Li Foan--
“yy

LJ
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Society of Brothers
1958

U. S. A. SOCIETY OF BROTHERS
1. Woodcrest, Rifton, New York
2. Oak Lake, Farmington, Pennsylvania
3. Evergreen, Norfolk, Connecticut

PARAGUAY
Sociedad de Hermanos

1. Primavera, Alto Paraguay
2. Fulgencio R. Moreno 132, Asuncion

URUGUAY
Sociedad de Hermanos

Casilla de Correos 1269, Montevideo

ENGLAND
Society of Brothers

1. Bromdon, Bridgnorth, Shropshire
2. Bulstrode, Gerrards Cross,

Buckinghamshire

GERMANY
Sinntal-Bruderhof

(13a) Bad Bruckenau

For further information
write any of the above addresses

10c per copy: 6d.



1,Sinntal-Bruderhof.
2.Wheathill =~
3.Bulstrode 000000
4. IslaMargarita, Primavera
5. Loma Hoby, Primavera
6.Ibate, Primavera 0 ——
7. Bruderhof House, Asuncion
8. El Arado, Montevideo
9. Woodcrest
10. Oak Lake
11. Evergreen



WHY LIVE TOGETHER

In This Our Time

There are questions that many people are asking in this
moment in history. Will the present East-West tension lead to
another gigantic war which might well destroy all life on this
planet? Is there a force powerful enough to stem the tide of
destructiveness which threatens to engulf and submerge
us all?

We are all challenged as never before by the seriousness of
contemporary events. We must ask ourselves with deep
honesty just what and whom we are serving with our lives.
The Society of Brothers believes that there is an answer to
the threat of destruction and death—to the confused, frag-
mented condition of modern man. They are sure that separa-
tion, suspicion, and hostility can only be overcome at the
roots by their opposites—love and brotherhood. Love in its
deepest sense means a “coming together.” It can never be
limited to any particular group, but is found in the fellowship
of those who have become one, in whatever place or time.

What is the Society of Brothers?
The Society of Brothers, sometimes known as the Bruderhof
movement, is a group of 1500 people of 20 nationalities who
live together in the spirit and practice of the early Christians,
as described in the second and fourth chapters of Acts.

They share all possessions and have much in common with
the religious community groups throughout the centuries and
the prophetic movement which gave rise to them. In 1958,
after 38 years, the movement has eleven communities in
5 countries. Four are in Paraguay, one in Uruguay, one in
Germany, 18 miles from the East Zone, two in England and
three in the United States.



A GLIMPSE INTO EACH COMMUNITY

U.S.A.

Dining Room at Oak Lake

Our new Evergreen Commun’

Cover Picture School Group at Woodcrest



Paraguay
There are three villages in Primavera, Paraguay. Income
producing activities are: cattle ranching, lumbering, wood
industry and agriculture. The hospital in Primavera serves
7500 out-patients a year, most of whom are very poor.

The integrated farm program at Primavera has already
brought benefits to neighboring farmers who learn from
modern methods to improve their livestock and crops.

Bruderhof House, in Asuncion, the capital of Paraguay, is the
outreach point for Primavera and the center for our young
students.



Uruguay

The community in Uruguay, El Arado, is engaged in horticul-
ture. Since the community is near a large city, guests can
easily come. Young people of the community also have easy
access to training in various lines of work. This community
publishes El Arado, the Spanish edition of The Plough.

Germanv

Sinntal-Bruderhof in Germany is 18 miles from the East Zone.
This community makes wooden dolls, animals and boxes.
There is a special emphasis here on reaching the younger
generation in East and West Germany. Der Pflug, the German
edition of The Plough, is published here.



England

Wheathill-Titterstone Mt. in background

Wheathill is a large farm, but also does hand weaving and
sells clay for modeling.. This community publishes The
Plough, Plough pamphlets and other literature.

Old Country House becomes Bulstrode Communit

The new community outside London has a small industry-
manufacturing tubular steel products. It will be able to
reach city people and accommodate guests from the Conti-
nent.



Wheathill Youth folk dancing at Ludlow

LIFE IN A BRUDERHOF COMMUNITY

The outward forms of living in the different communities vary
and change according to need, to the climate and to the spe-
cific tasks in each place. Certain basic expressions of this life
are the same, however, in each community.

Family
The family unit is regarded as an organic and important part
of the whole. Its oneness and faithfulness give a picture of
the oneness and faithfulness which must exist throughout the
whole community. There is a real togetherness in family life.
Parents work in the community and are usually there, seeing
and talking with their children many times during the day.
Also, all families are together at the same times by common
agreement so that no activities pull away from family time.

Education
The education of the younger generation is one of the most
important tasks. Most of the children and young people are
children of the community families. However, orphan children
and young people in need have found a home in the com-
munity and have been brought up by the community.



The children live with their parents but enjoy activities with
their respective age groups during the greater part of the day.
The Nurseries for babies and toddlers, the Kindergarten and
the School are important parts of every Bruderhof community.
There are many opportunities for children to experience activi-
ties and movements of the larger world. School children visit
groups and institutions including schools, factories, museums,
zoos. Young people participate in work-camps, conferences
and institutes.

In England and America, most of the older children attend
high schools in nearby towns. Young people after leaving
school are given a chance for training outside which enables
them to know other people and understand their thinking.
t will be obvious that such opportunities vary according to
the location of the community. Young people are encouraged
to make independent decisions as to whether or not they
want to become part of this brotherly way of life. Practically
all of them choose to remain in the community.

Common Table and Meetings
Essential expressions of this life together are the common table
and household meetings. These are used to exchange thoughts
and experiences among members and also with the many
guests from varied backgrounds; for singing together and
reading letters, articles and books that have a message and
help keep everyone in contact with current news and thought.

Evenings are also used for inner gatherings or meetings of
the brotherhood when full members decide all matters con-
cerning the life and witness of the community.

Creative Activities

Celebrations are frequent. Music, folk dancing, dramatics,
games, picnics and outdoor sports are all part of the life in
each community.



Work

Each village is a community of work, all members and guests
entering into the labor so far as their health and skills permit.
There are many departments in each community—laundry,
kitchen, children’s work, school, shop, garden, offices, pub-
fishing, building. Jobs are flexible and the relationship be-
tween departments is personal, warm and cooperative. No
department is an end in itself; each exists for the whole.

The communities in the United States make creative play-
things for children. Each produces educational play equip-
ment called Community Playthings.

THE PEOPLE IN THE COMMUNITIES

The members of the Society of Brothers are of all ages, from
young people to elderly ones who work so far as they are
able. Formerly, many were members of Christian denomina-
tions and groups; some were atheists, agnostics; others Jews,
Catholics, or members of non-Christian groups. Among them
are those who followed various trades or worked in factories,
former business and professional men, artists. Many were
modern Americans who felt utterly dissatisfied with the ster-
lity and selfishness of their former middle class existence.



All these people work together with a common purpose. The
old and young, men and women, single and married, intel-
lectual and worker, Jew and Gentile, yellow, black and white,
South American, European and Oriental have found that in
order to become brothers and sisters, they have to make the
same stand against selfishness and evil in all its forms. Help-
ing one another in this struggle, they find that through their
faith in Christ, they can be completely united, acting as one
body.

HISTORICAL SKETCH

The movement arose on the European continent in the early
twenties. It included Dr. Eberhard Arnold, well-known
speaker and publisher in Berlin, who had felt keenly the injus-
tice and distinctions in class and society and had come into
lively contact with the Youth Movement in Germany after
World War |.

Under the impact of the Sermon on the Mount, which they
read together, and inspired by the example of the early
Christians, a little group of men and women felt impelled to
start living in a new order of love and justice.

Before World War Il, at the coming of National Socialism,
they were forced to leave Germany and went to England.

During the early years of the war, this group, which then
numbered 350 people, many of whom were refugees from
Nazi persecution, left England, where they had settled in an
effort to remain together. The only country that would receive
them was Paraguay. Three members left behind in England
to wind up the affairs of the group were soon joined by others
and together they founded the Wheathill Bruderhof in 1942.
Between 1954 and 1957, three communities were formed in
the United States and in 1955 a small beginning was made
again in Germany. In order to reach the people in a more
populated area of South America, a Bruderhof has been estab-
lished near Montevideo, Uruguay.



The European and North and South American communities,
although widely separated geographically, are settlements
of people inspired by the same purposes, working together
in the closest cooperation for the common task. They have a
common purse among them and in addition shipments of
clothing and supplies are frequently sent from one community
where there is more, to another community which is in need.

OUTREACH

The members of the Bruderhof Communities live simply and
maintain an open door for all who wish to live a life of com-
plete brotherhood, regardless of race, nationality or social
standing. All who want to become acquainted with com-
munity life are welcome for long or short visits, whatever
their religious or philosophical outlook.

The members have come from many differing ideologies and
traditions into one faith and one common life together, which
is based upon the life and teachings of Jesus. For them this
is no theological teaching, but a living experience, leading
to continual searching in a new way of life. The brotherhoods
in each community ask that guests be seeking for an answer
to the problems presented by life today and that they join
wholeheartedly with the members in this search.

Representatives are sent out to colleges, to cities and to many
types of groups as well as to different countries to contact
other movements and seeking people and to make the way
of brotherly living more generally known through meetings
and informal discussions.

Bulletins are published four times a year in English, German,
Spanish, Dutch and Esperanto (The Plough) and in addition
an annual series of Plough pamphlets on leading issues of
our day is being introduced. Pamphlets, leaflets, circular
letters and books are also published.



Workcamps
Workcamps for young people are often planned in the various
communities, and in Primavera there have been several work
projects with the Paraguayans. In one of these, 100 Para-
guayans from 3 villages helped rethatch the hospital roof;
another time, people from Primavera helped build a school
in a neighboring Paraguayan village.

The first international workcamp at Primavera was held dur-
ing July, 1958, with 25 young South Americans from several
countries participaitng. A North American young person
also attended. Others are scheduled subsequently, with the
thought that a permanent Study Center may develop there.



Sanatorio Primavera

The hospital, Sanatorio Primavera, serves a poor district sur-
rounding Primavera of some 30,000 Paraguayans and the
agricultural program connected with it attacks disease at its
roots by improving crops and livestock. This program has its
effect on an impoverished population in one of the most under-
developed countries in the world.

THE BRUDERHOF MOVEMENT

The Bruderhof movement is concerned to make known that
community life in its fullest and creative sense is possible and
is not restricted to any particular group of people or any spe:
cial type. It is for the ordinary person, the only condition
being a complete dedication of the will to the service of God
and man without seeking reward. This means freedom—
freedom from fear, from frustration, from conflict and from
self—not a freedom which is given once for all—when one
pays the price, but a freedom for which one must also fight
daily.
These communities are not cut off or isolated from the world,
but are meeting places and focal points of a new order.



School Laboratorv in Paraguay

Kindergarten Group Family “Group
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LLOYD RAMSEY, PRESIDENT, LIFE MEMBER MILLION DOLLAR ROUND TABLE

March 14, 1959

Dr. Norbert Weiner
Office No. 2-276
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Boston, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Weiner:

[n your book, The Human Use of Human Beings, you
stated, ''It is theoretically not impossible to develop
the statistics of the semantic and behaviour languages
to such a level that we may get a fair measure of the

amount of information in each system."

My search has uncovered some developments as to
the semantic but none as to the behavioral, since the

publication of your monumental Cybernetics. It occur-
red to me that no one would be more likely than you

to be aware of the most advanced thinking in those two
areas.

Would you please be kind enough to suggest the source
of the most significant efforts, in your opinion, that
are being made to fashion an adequate theory on the

semantic and behavioristic portions of messages. Inci-
dentally, I have access to the Library of Congress and
therefore, am not restricted to the limitations of our
local libraries.
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\magerbrogade 85, Copenhagen S, Denmark. ss. March 14,1959

Jear Mr. wiener.

L should,of course,have considered the fact tha: I was writing

{ror nathematician.It iz absolutely right that there would not be
nore than a couple of thousaud people as potential customers or your

200k, tho not quite for the reason you give (it is a fond illusion of

he Danes tha: they all speak anu read snglish fluently,wherecas most

i them— and I an speaking of the sophisticated ones who would be

.nterested in the iirst place=merely have a good school pronuncisaiion

and a workable vocabulary for everyday use,but certainly not for

treading fairly complicated books with ease). However, 1 do not think,nor

loes the little press ha: wants to bring your book out think, that

this is a case where numbers are important,quite apart froa the fact
©

‘hat th prest never sells more than a couple of tnousand copies of auy

200ke At auy rate, when I mentioned your book(in the paperback edition)

four years ago (ef.cnclosed proofs of article thot was later reprinted

tn a collection of essaysz, pe 4-5) there were many letters to the edi-

‚or oI the newspaper (POLITIKEN) that brouzht the article ans ts me per-

sonally, asking for possibilities to read the book in translation. And

L do no: think time hs disproved any of your points, that are particular-

ly important,coming as they do, from a non-humanist.

iowever, Li you do not think necessary or gven advisable to have the

&gt;0ok out in vanish (even Lho the benisted Swedes have it!) there is

&gt;I course nothin. we can do but bow down an. give up the beautiful plan.

loo bad, I do think. but anyway + shall personally go on quoting you

rheneverthe fTu.ure ol sclence, the huiauities and mankind is crousht up,

vhich is about every day. I used your prophecies quice recently in an

article about the priesthood of science that has aroused juite a contro-

versy and 1s still zoinz on. talking may secu futile,bu. non-talking even

nore so, here days. Shame to be mute and let barbarians sneak!

fours sincerely

vy ri 2yy

lr
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Konformidabelt
Ar ELsA GRrEss

Der tales og skrives i dag meget — og fra meget forskelligt hold — om

tidens goldhed, idéfattigdom, angst, apati, manglende tro og først og
sidst om den hjælpeløshed, der hos den enkelte har erstattet tidligere
årtiers (nærmere bestemt mellemkrigstidens) fremskridttro-trods-alt,
protest mod overgreb og tillid til mennesket. Og det er indlysende rig-
tigt, at hjælpeløsheden, i det personlige liv som over for verdensproble-

merne, er vor koldekrigstids operysje tepreg. Om man vil betragteenne hjælpeløshed som drsag/er 1 og for sig ligegyldigt. Hovedsagen
er, at den er her, at den ikke er noget at leve på, og ikke noget at dø for,
og at det ikke er nok at konstatere den og beklage den.

Det er selvsagt heller ikke nok at vende sig i afsky fra sin hjælpeløse
tid, og det er ganske særligt ikke nok at skyde på en formentlig døende
kulturradikalisme, hvis „fladbundede reformiver“ og „urealistiske op-
rgr Gud og hvermand i dag mener at kunne gennemskue. Ngjes man
med at pipege det flade, éngjede, naive ved den gamle kulturradikal-
isme, ender man i bedste fald i en forsigtig, selvgod, udsigtslgs konser-
vatisme. Og vasker man handerne og finder grundene til ,,vor tids
menneskelige fallit“ i menneskenes kulminerende slethed og slpvhed,
gør man sig skyldig i bade bagvaskelse af menneskeslzgten og alminde-
lig tabelighed.

For det ma ikke glemmes, at der er yderst reelle grunde til moderne
menneskers hjzlpelgshed. Hvad menneskematerialet angsr, er procen-
ten af redelige og fornuftige mennesker vel næppe mindre end tidlige-
re. Og hvad den meget omtalte træghed angår, modsvares den af men-
neskers gribende og gennemgribende -ja, artsbestemte — påvirkelighed
af ideer. Den påvirkelighed er ikke pludselig svækket eller forsvundet
til fordel for en mystisk ,livsnærhed* (eller dødsnærhed). Mennesker
har aldrig levet af brød alene, men de har altid haft særlig interesse i
deres små Hassan’er med de skæve ben. Sådan er det stadig.

Men det nye og uomgzngelige.er, at atomvébnene, med de proble-
mer de rejser for slegtens liv og dgd, i forening med verdens , sammen-
skrumpning® ved samkvemsmidlernes forbedring, simpelt hen har for-
ikket eller overflgdiggjort al ,,gammeldags* stillingtagen, bide poli-

Korrektur

fra Gyldendals
Forlagstryvkkeri
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tisk, gkonomisk og socialt-kulturelt. Problemerne (og ideerne) fra mel-
lemkrigstiden er ikke fjernet. Men de er blevet uvasentlige i forhold til
den altoverskyggende nødvendighed af sameksistens for alle Guds go-
de og mindre gode børn, over-, mellem- og underudviklede til hobe.

Det er den nye og tilsyneladende uoverskueligt komplicerede situation,
der slet ikke kan klares med vanetznkning og vanefgrelse. Og denne
situation affgder den nye hjzlpelgshed, hvis paradoksale træk er, at vi
i dag er hjelpelgse i kraft af selve de processer, der har befriet os fra

tidligere drhundreders hjzlpelgshed og afhzngighed af guder, praster
og naturkræfter. Vore gode tjenere af i gir - samfundsorganisation, vi-
denskab og teknik — er ved at blive vore hårde herrer. Det er en over-

vzldende og skremmende udvikling, og uanset om den enkelte gør sig
den bevidst eller €j, præger den hans livsholdning og gør den fatalistisk.
Hvad kan jeg gøre, når ingen kan gøre noget. Det bliver den skulder-
trækkende holdning, som nogle gør en dyd af og andre er bitre over.

Under disse forhold er det ikke mærkeligt, at begrebet fællesskab får
en ny forjættende klang, og at et stigende antal mennesker søger ind i
fællesskaber" for fællesskabets skyld, uden at undersøge nærmere,
hvad det indebærer. Man hylder i alle tonearter og fra alle sider fælles-
skabet som idé og som noget i sig selv fortræffeligt, og konformiteten
bliver noget langt mere end det at rette sig efter normer og love. Den

bliver til en frelse, en tryg havn, det højeste gode.
Konformitet er et uhåndterligt ord, der vanskeligt lader sig over-

sætte. Det må ikke forveksles med ensretning, der blot er en grov, pri-

mitiv, let gennemskuelig form deraf. ,Ensdannelse kan kun bruges,
hvis det bringes til at dække både ydre og indre tilpasning til gældende
standarder. Konformitet er både et begreb og en livsform. I betydnin-

gen blind lydighed mod skrevne og uskrevne love er den naturligvis så
gammel som samfundet. Det nye er, at den gøres til endemål, til mid-
del mod alskens onder og til absolut værdi. ,,Du skal ligne din næste"
bliver det store bud, manglende tilpasning er den moderne dødssynd.
Fællesskabets (gruppens, samfundets) værdier bliver de eneste og hdie-
ste, og fællesskabets dom kan ikke appelleres.

Og hvad ondt er der så i det, kan man spørge. Fællesskab er dog vit-
terligt smukt, og at indordne sig er da en fredsommelig syssel. Men
faren ligger netop i den blinde accepteren af forholdene-som-de-er, i
selve ,fredsommeligheden". Det tilpassede menneske er det mod-
standsløse. afvæbnede. uansvarlige menneske, der kan beherskes og



bruges — og bliver behersket og brugt. Det er der i dag en del menne-

sker jorden over der ved, eller dog aner, og det er karakteristisk, at det
er her en vasentlig del af vor tids oprgr sztter ind.

Det er også karakteristisk, at dette oprør hidtil har fået mest bevidst
udtryk i USA. Tryk avler som bekendt modtryk, og bortset fra dikta--
turerne er USA det område, hvor konformitetstrykket er størst. Af me-

re og mindre indlysende grunde, der er tankevækkende fremstillet bl. a.
i amerikaneren David Riesmans bog om det ensomme massemenneske

(The Lonely Crowd, 1951, herom nzrmere s. =a f.) og europzeren
L. L. Matthias’ bog om ,JUSA, det ordnede kaos* (Autopsie des Etats
Unis, Ed.du Seuil, 1955), er de ensdannende tendenser stzrkest realise-
ret i den amerikanske passion to conform — trangen til at vere som de

andre, d. v. s. ikke bare ligne dem i levevis, men tilpasse det indre liv til
„gruppeverdierne“. |

Der er her tale om en sjzlelig uniformering, der er langt mere vidt-

gående og dybtgribende end den velkendte demokratiske tilbgjelighed
til at gøre laveste fællesnævner til højeste målestok, som allerede Toc-
queville skrev om i „Democracy in America‘. En forngjeligt skrevet
analyse af denne uniformering er W. H. Whytes: Is Anybody Listen-
ing (Schuster &amp; Simon, 1952), der dog er alt andet end forngjelig i det
perspektiv, den 4bner. ,,Problemet er ikke, at samfundsborgerne i dag
har delte meninger om tingene, men at de i morgen vil have udelte me-
ninger®, konkluderer han. ,,Hvis den nuvarende tendens fortsztter, vil
vi snart have skabt ,samfundet i ligevagt®, vere harmonisk tilpasset
omgivelserne, fri for problemer, tilfredse med vor tildelte funktion og
ikke plaget af moralske skrupler ... menneskets selvstændighed vil være
ofret på gruppeharmoniens alter, etisk set vil vi blive kastrater.“

Oprøret mod denne uniformering tager to vasensforskellige former:
ny-konservatismen (i USA New Conservatives og New Critics), og ny-
radikalismen, der ikke er organiseret i nogen bevægelse. De ny-konser-
vative taler - med hyppige henvisninger til henfarne aristokrater — om

undtagelsesmennesker (d. e. dem selv) i modsætning til den vulgære
hob (d. e. de andre) og om lidelsens nødvendighed. Den art protest
kendes også herovre. Den er ufrugtbar, fordi den er baret af foragt for
mennesker under dzkke af respekt for mennesket. Nu-radikalismen
derimod rettes ikke mod konformiteten som noget ,vulgaert®, ‘men

mod dens udviklingshemmende og kuende magt.
Disse oprørere kan ikke blot lide deres medmennesker. de finder og-



sd, at det er en hdn at betragte mennesker som produkter af fordom-

me. Og de gnsker at komme til bunds i tidens misére og finde nye ud-
viklingsmuligheder for individer og samfund. En af dem er psykolo-
gen Robert Lindner, som ikke ngjes med at analysere ,ensdannelsen*
men ogsa skriver recept pid modgift mod den i sin bog Prescription for
Rebellion (Gollancz, 1953), der er et ildnende og temperamentsfuldt
forsvar for ,,den menneskerettighed at vare utilpasset®.

En anden er matematikeren Norbert Wiener, en af skaberne af den

nye videnskab cybernetics, der beskaftiger sig med forholdet mellem
mennesker og maskiner. Vigtigt i denne forbindelse er ikke så meget
hans videnskabelige indsats som de slutninger, han selv drager af sin
viden. Han har i de sidste år slået bak mod sin egen læres konsekvenser

(cf. ,Mennesket og tingene® s. mm). I sin bog om menneskelig brug af
mennesker (The Human Use of Human Beings, billigudg., Anchor
Books, 1954), nar han gennem tilsyneladende inhumane betragtninger
til en ny humanisme. Han ikke blot ssmmenligner mennesker med ma-
skiner, men havder rent ud, at ,,hvad der bruges som element i en ma-
skine, er virkelig et element i en maskine, hvad enten det består af stål

eller af kød og blod**. Maskiniserede menneskeorganisationer som hæ-
ver, korporationer og administrationskontorer er allerede nu næppe til

at skelne fra den regeringsmaskine, han beskriver med uhyggelig præ-
cision 1 et af sine kapitler. Den menneskelignende maskine og det ma-
skinlignende menneske vil sammen kunne ggre verden til et verre hel-

vede, end fantasifulde forfattere af fremtidsromaner har drgmt om, og
det uanset hvilket politisk system der er fremherskende. Forfatnings-
mæssigt demokrati er ingen garanti mod en sådan fremtid.

Wiener påpeger videre, at atomindustrien, ,med den nuværende mi-
litaristiske indstilling* som baggrund, har tvunget videnskaben ind i
en ond cirkel, hvor hemmelighedskravet hemmer den frie udvikling,
mens der samtidig kræves mere og mere ødelæggende våben som mod-

trek mod, hvad en fjende kan tænkes at anvende. ,Denne fjende kan i
øjeblikket forekomme USA at være Rusland (og omvendt). Men den
egentlige fjende er snarer genspejlingen af os selv i en ond cirkel.“ I
forsvaret mod dette fantom ofres uhyre åndelige og materielle reserver
til skade for nationerne.

Det er ingen falsk, optimistisk afspændingsprædiken, man her får
serveret. Wiener giver sig af med ubehagelige realiteter og udsigter.
Han efterlyser også, særlig hos sine ,forkælede landsmænd**, en tragisk
sans, d. v. s. en forståelse af at fremskridt koster mere end penge og en



sund frygt for de kræfter, teknikken slipper løs. Men han hengiver sig
ikke til nydelse af dommedagsprofetier over en uværdig slægt. Menne-
skehedens overleven ligger ham pa sinde, og forstaelse af formal (know-
what) er vigtigere for denne overleven end forstaelse af midler (know-
how).Valgetstirfor ham — og mange med ham - mellem det hele, an-

svarlige menneske, der både kan tænke og føle, og ,,maskindelen®, der
kun kan reagere. Hans kamp mod konformiteten er ikke blot en kamp
mod den ensretning, der hindrer videnskabelig udvikling, men også
mod det almene ensdannelsespres, der gør mennesket mere og mere lig
maskinen — og dermed til offer for maskinen.

Det ny-radikale oprgr mod konformiteten og apatien giver sig hgjst
forskellige udslag, som allerede her antydet. Men fzlles for oprgrerne,
hvor de end findes, er ,global tenkning* (for ikke at bruge det misty-
dige ord international), en ansvarsfglelse over for sig selv og andre, der
gir videre end den traditionelle sociale samvittighed, en forstaelse af,
at menneskelige værdier ikke kan males i teknisk fremskridt og social
effektivitet alene, og at den væsentlige kamp ikke står mellem systemer
og partier, men mellem det ansvarlige menneske og de dehumanise-
rende kræfter. Disse oprørere kan synes ,,negative*, for så vidt som de
angriber hårdt, og de kan synes pessimistiske i deres fremmanen af
samtidens farer og fremtidens katastrofer. Men de er optimistiske i de-
res tro på mennesker og på nytten af at advare mennesker i et tomrum,

hvor det gamle er dødt og det nye ikke kommet til verden.
(1955)









KURT J. GORDON

78 WEST 31ST STREET

BAYONNE, N. J.

15 March 1959

Dear Professor Wiener,

Thank vou very mich for answering my questions so fully. I

shall certainly take your letter along to Antioch in order that T

i gu arn TAR å Ly u ot Ir 4 |. Kltr (74 =}Å Lc gt 7 Dan n a

If things work out, I hove vou will permit me to write you again.

Gratefully,



UNIVERSITE DE FRIBOURG /SUISSE

Institut fiir Automation Institute for automation

GRUNDLAGENFORSCHUNG

VERFAHRENSFORSCHUNG

EINSATZ VON ELEKTRONISCHEN

DATENVERARBEITUNGSGERATEN

Institut pour I’automation

RECHERCHES FONDAMENTALES

RECHERCHE OPERATIONNELLE

METHODES D’APPLICATION DES

MACHINES ELECTRONIQUES
DATA -PROCESSING

BASIC RESEARCH

OPERATIONS RESEARCH

METHODS IN APPLICATION OF

ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING-

MACHINES

Ø 037 12.45.65

Sasgle, 15th ‘arch 1957
 und eldinrerstrasse 139

Professor Norbert Wiener
‘assachusetts Institute of [ecology
separtrent of Vathernstics
Cambridge 39
assachugebtts U 2 A

“ear &lt;rofessor Wiener,

referring to your letter of Cctober 10, 1958, I aw very glad to inform you
that the people of the Swiss Automztion-Tour to the UsA will be very
sonoured to meet vou Friday, April 10, 1959, sometimes bebween O a.m. and
1007].

ilthougt there were about 70 persons which declared to be very interested ir
the Tour, the number of definite bookings seems not to exceed 7 oersons.
-f course, under theese circumstances the Tour will not be a nrofitable
dusiness for 4dmexco, bul we are sure that the participants will be very
lmoressed to have the outstanding covortunitv to w-et vou.

ie are very glad that the Professors we shall meet (apart yourself there
are &lt;rofessor Aiken, frofessor Anthony, &lt;rofessor Leontief) have not asked
to be paid for the time thev will svend with the Croup. or this we thank

you very much,

"ooine to see vou soon I *-- "--v rofesscr Wiener. to remain

 are = respectfully

© 7 3 +or
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Professor and Mrs, Wiener plan to arrive in New Haven
wy car on Wednesday, March 18, between two and thror o'clock.
They ww. ro directly to the Mathematics Bullding, 1f they
should ro. anv trouble findinr tar will telephone you
through Mathematics Dens
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7 poMmestic SERVICE NN
Chéek the class of service desired,
otherwise this message will be

sent as å fast telegram

* DUPLICATE OF RECORDED TELEGRAM TO BE MAILED mmm N
\ | / x 2 v i \ ! Å DD 8 YT \ ) i A \ Checktheclass of service desired,W iD) LAAN CLAN Å i PGA ie ful tare

TELEGRAM FP

oe

TELEGRAM )
DAY LETTER i

+ NIGHT LETTER
No

=
-

FULL RATE

LETTFR TELEGRAM |
~. SHORE-SHIP8 scWwW. P. MARSHALL, PRESIDENT

 NO. WDS.-CL. OF SVC. PD. OR COLL. CASH NO. * CHARGE TO THE ACCOUNT OF TIME FILED

Send the following message, subject to the terms on back hereof, which are hereby agreed to

CAMBRIDGE MASS MARCH 16 1959

CAVE BARBER
214 HALL OF GRADUATE STUDIES YALE UNI NEWHAVEN CONN

WOULD LIKE TO MEET WITH YOUR GROUP ON THURSDAY ANYTIME BETWEEN

130 AND 4 OCLOCK STOP SUBJECT TC APPROVALOF KARL DEUTSCH
NORBERT WIENER WIT

NORBERT WIENER
MATH DEPT ROOM
CAMBRIDGE MASS

2276 MIT



ALL MESSAGES TAKEN BY THIS COMPANY ARI SUDIECT TO THE FULLOWING TENLIOx

To guard againet mistakes or delays, the sender of a message should order it repeated, that Is, telezraphed hack to the ocizinating oifles for comparison, Tar this, ene-bali {ho
unrepeated messave rate is ohu, ed in eddivicn, Unless oilicrwise indicated on its face, this in nn unrevented mossnee and paid 100 28 SUrh. in Consicorniion wie eof 1 in certo bet sa Ha
the sender of the mcesisaue aud sne Telogrusn Company as follows: ’ or

1. The Telegraph Company hl net De Huble for misfkes of delsys In £he £ransmissien or deltvory, or for non-Aslivery, of any mass sc roroivan for transmission at the unr nenftrde
message rate Loyond the swan of tive ham red dollars; nor for milatides or delays in the transmisclon ap delivery, or for nosed ivy, of pny ere roecived for transmissien ab ho resented
message raise beyond the sum of Give thouzand dolises, unless specially valued: nor in any case for detavs arising from uoavoidable interrupliss in the working of its lines !

2. In any event ihe Telesraph Company shalf not he latte for damages for mistakes or doelnys in the transrelsston or delivery, or for the non=lvery, of any meranae, wrhnther
caused by the negligenee of fis servoents or otherwize, Leyond the wetunl loss, not exceeding in airy event the sum of nve rheovmnmd dodera, få which amount Ue seich r OL euHLNOS L0@
represents that the message is valaed, unicsz a greats value is stated in syriting hv the sendes bhorvof at the tima Lo messoume do tondered for brensnåsdon, und utile she Pepe. bodes aro
rote is paid or agreed to be pald and an additional chiurge equal to one-teualh of one per cent of tie amount by which such valuntion shall excsed ive thousand Collars. or

Aestinnti 3. The Telegravh Company is hereby made the agent of the sender. without liabillty, to forward this message over tha lines of anv other company when neczssarv fo reach ite
estination

4. The applicable tari! charzes on a meseage destined to any point in tha continental United tates Hsted in the Teloeranh Company's Directory of Stations cover its dell wery within
the established eity or community iimits of the destination point. Beyond such limits sd to points not li ted in the Telekriph Corner s Diicetocy ol Siations, (La bobs nin Combe ny Goes
not underiske to make delivery but will endeawor to artange for delivery by any available menns a3 the agent of the ender, with he umderstonålum think the sonder authornzs the golicchion
of any additional charge from the addressee and agress to pay sueb additional charge if it is not collected from the addresses

§. No responsibility attaches to the Telegraph Company concerning messares until the same are accented at one of ita franemiziing omens; and if a messa~a is sort to such amMn hy
one of the Telegraph Company's messengers, he acts for that purpose 2s the ayons of the sender; excent thab whan the ’Pelegrnnh GCormunny son li ressenogr fo Tdek UDO A messen, tig mos-
senger in that instance acts as the arcnt of the Telegyanh Company in accepting she message, the Polegraph Company asso.uing responsibly from the Lie Of such nugepntunge,

6. The Telcgranh Company will not be Hahle for deamayes or gtatufory penaltios when the claim is nos presonted in writing to the Teleersph Combnany, (a) within ninety davs
sfter the meszsece is lied with the Telegraph Company for transmission in the case of a meseime hotween nein wirhla the United States (eveent tn the cose of nn intrustite me, meg in
Texas) or between a point in the United States on Ihe one hand ann a Dofat in Alaska, Canndo, Mexico, or Sir, Piprre-MMjqu ton 1slnnds ov the other band, or between å pulut in Sho a ted
States and a ship at sea or in the aly, (0) within 05 drys after the 2ausa of action, if any, shinai! have aecroad in the cose of on incre rate mes ore in Toxos, anI(0) wichin 180 ays acter
the message is tied with the Telegesph Company for transmission in the ease of a meraage Lotween a point in the United States aud a forcizn or overseas ping oiler than the n ints
specified atiove In this paragranh: vrovided, however. that this condition shall not avnly to claims for damages or overcharges within the purview a? Scetion 415 of the Coramunications
Act of 1934, as amended,

7. It is agreed that in any action by the Telegraph Company to recover the tolls for any message or messages the prompt and correct transmission and delivery thercof shall be
presumed, subject to rebuttal by competent evidence.

8. Bnecial terms governing the transmission of messages according to their classes. as enumerated below. shall apply to messages in each of such respective classes in addition to
all the foregoing terms.

9. No embpiovee of the Telegraph Comnpanv is authorized to vary the forezoing.

Lr

CLASSES OF SERVICE

DONESTIC SERVICES

TELEGRAM

Toe tastes domestic service.

DAY LETTER (DL)
A deferred same-day service at low rates

NIGHT LETTER (NL)
EEEMEETS

Economical overnight service. Accepted up to 2 A. M. for delivery the following morning]
at rates lower than the Teleeram or Dav Letter rates.

INTERNATIONAL SERVICES

FULL RATE (FR)
a——mpi

The fastest overseas service. Mov ha written in code. eipher. or in anv lanzusge ex-
nreczed in Roman latrors

LETTER TTLEGRARM (LT)
For nvernight nlsin Innonsra mesea mea ot holf-rate Minimum charee tor 22 words annlies.

SHIP RADICGRAM

For messaces to and irom shins at sea



ire Francis J. Chesterm-
sambridre an
School Hous
Philsd 0  ngvivania

hear Mr Chew Te

 PC, oa „ 1959

a8 you will remember, some two weeks ago 1 loaned you the
manuscript of my new novel, The Temnter. Ais you can easily
derstand I wish to keep a Tim hand on the very I'ew conies
&gt;f this manuscript so that I will not he in any difficulties
‘rom misnlacing ite Could vou therefore do me the favor of
reagsurine me that it is still in your hands and of sending
it back to me &amp;8 Soon as you have finished reading it. I
an very apnreciative of your kindness in lLookin” at it and
[ am eagerly waiting to see what your impressions may be,
“1th most nleasant recollections of our department insvection
meeting, I remain

3 neer  sne

Lrgane

«mie



/ DOMESTIC SERVICE N.

Check the class of service desired;
otherwise this message will be

sent as a fast telegram

3
DUPLICATE OF RECORDED TELEGRAM TO BE MAILED

STERN UNIO 7 Check the class erVY ET LJ ENA | |: C Å mt he al

TELEGRAM
W. P. MARSHALL. PRESIDENT

m
4
 J

‘TELEGRAM

DAY LETTER

~ NIGHT LFTTFR
XX

-

-

FULL RATF |

LETTER TELEGRAM a

- ee ees tee en.

NN SHORE.SHIP

PD. OR COLL. CHARGE TO THE ACCOUNT OF

—!

” NO. WDS,-CL. OF SVC. CASH NO. TIME FILED

Send the following message, subiect to the terms on back hereof, which are hereby agreed to

DR W L PIOUS CAMBRIDGE MASS MARCH 16 1959

240 WHITNEY AVE NEWHAVEN CONN

VANY THANKS FOR YCUR INVITATION HOWEVER WE HAD ALREADY PLANNED

TO STAY AT BERKELEY COLLEGE YALE STOP WOULD LIKE TO

MEET WITH YOU ON THURSDAY MORNING MARCH 19TH PLE SE CONTACT

ME THROUGH MATH DEPT AT

NORBERT WIENER
MATH DEPT ROOM
CAMBRIDGE MASS

2.276 MIT

YALE

NORBERT "WIENER



ALL MESSAGES TAKEN BY THIS COMPANY ARE SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING Tomar.

To guard against mistakes or delays, the sender of a message should order it repeated, that is, telegraphed back to the orivinating oMee for comparison. Tor this, one-half the
unrepeated message rate is charged In addition. Unis otherwise indicatea ou its face, this is an nnreveated ness and paid for as such. in sonsideritdion whercof it is wocced between
the sender of the message and the Telegraph Company as follow:

1. The Telearaph Company shall not be labs for mistakes or Golays in the transmission or delivery, or for non-delivery, of any messaza recetved for tronsmizsion at the unrenanted-
message rate beyond the sum of five hundred dollars; nor for mistakes or delnys in the tenivamission or delivery, or for non=delivery, of any meosoae reacived for erncsins: iow as (he repeased-
messuire rate bevond the sum of Ave thousand dollars, unless soeelatly valued: nor fo any case for delays arising from unavoidable interraption in the working of is ligss

2. Tn any event the Telegraph Company shail not be linble for damages for mistakes or delays in the transmission or delivery, or for the non-dellvery, of any message, whether
caused by the neglizence of its servants or otherwise, beyond the actual lose, not exceeding in any event the sum of five thou-nand dollars, at which amovnt the sender of coch mesiare
represents shat the message Is valued, undess a greater value is stawod in writing by the sender thereof uf the time the message is rendered tor travamsion, aad undies phe repeated-inesuunge
rate is paid or agreed to be paid and an additional charge equal to cuc-tenth of one por cent of the amouas by which such valuation shall exceed five thousand dollors.

3. The Telezranh Comvpanv is herebv made the azent of the sender. without liability, to forwnrd this mesacee over the lines of anv other company when nensssary to reach its
destination

4. The applicable tariff charges on a message Costined to any point in the continental United States listed In the Tolooranh Company's Directory of Stations cover its delivery within
the established city or community Jitnits of the destination point. Beyond such Hmits and to poird oot Usted in the Telegraph Compmanv's Ditectory of Htaiions, the Teleeraoh Company does
not underce ke to make delivery but will eudoavor to arrante for delivery by any available means as tha agent of the gender, with tho understanding fhat the souder nunthorizes (hic colieeiion
of any additional charge irom the addresses and agrees to pay such additional charge if it is not colicceed from the asddircsces.

5. No respensitdlity attaches to the Telegraph Company concerning messages until the same are accepted at one of Ita transmitting offiere: and if a message Is ont to such ofilee by
one of the Telerraph Company's meszencsers, he acts for that purpose as the agent of the sender; axcept thad oben the Tele raph Cum nanv sends å messemrer to piek np a messy, the nes-
senger in that instance acts aa the accent of the Teleoraph Company in accepting the messase. the Telovranh Company assaminge responsibility from thie time of such aceeatiuee

6. The Tcierraph Company wiil not be lable Jor damages or statutory peaaities when the claim is not presented in writhir to the Telegraph Company, (2) within ninety days
after the message is riled with the Telezraph Company for transmission in the case of a mozsage betwern points within the United Muntes wexeept 10 the ene of an intrastate muessaze in
Texas) or between a point in the United States on the one hand and a peiad in Alaska, Canada, Mexico, ov Et, Picvro-Miquelon I :lands on $ho other hand, or butwuen å point in the United
States and a ship at sea or in the alr, (b) within 95 doys after the cause of aetion, if any, shail have accrued in the ene of an intrastate mestooe in Texas, and (ce) within 159 days after
the message is filed with the Telegraph Company for transmission in the ease of a message between a paint in the United States and a ioreign or overseas point other than the paints
specified above in this paragraph; provided. however. that this condition shall not anoly to claims for damages or overcharges within the purview af Section 415 of tha Communinntions
Act of 1934, as amended.

7. It is agrecd that in any action by the Telegraph Company to recover the tolls for any message or messages the prompt and correct transmission and delivery thereof shall be
presumed, subject to rebuttal by competent evidence.

8. Special terms governing the transmission of messages according to their classes, as enumerated below. shall apply to messages in each of such respective elasses in addition to
all the foregoing terms.

9. No emplovee of the Telegraph Companv is authorized to varv the foregoing,

1.54

CLASSES OF SERVICE

DOMESTIC SERVICES

TELEGRAM

The fastest domestic service

DAY LETTER (DL)

A deterrad same-dav service at low rates

NIGHT LETTER (ML)
Economical overnight service. Accepted up to 2 A. M. for delivery the following morning!

at rates lower than the Teleeram or Dav Letter rates.

INTERNATIONAL SERVICES

FULL BATE (FR)
EN Ar Rt ER

The fastest overseas service Wav he written iD code. cipher. or in anv lanzuage ax-
nressed in Roman tetera

LETTER TELEGRAM (LT)
For overnight nlain lanzua2ge messares. at half-rate. Minimum charse for 22 words annlies.

SHIP RADIOGRAM
For messages to and from ships at sea.



CAREY J. CHAMBERLIN
75 FEDERAL STREET

Boston

March 17, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

My dear Professor Wiener,

Our conversation lest evening on the

telephone I definitely enjoyed. Go sheed and be

ag controversisl as you like. I much appreciate

your teking our request with seriousness.

Sincerely yours 0,
pun | rlin

CJC:w



RANDOM HOUSE inc

Fl,fo nl Chin
a”

Jason Epstein, EDITOR

|] 457 MADISON AVENUE. NEW YORK ?22. N* TELEPHONE PLaza 1:2600

RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS - THE MODERN LIBRARY - LANDMARK BOOKS

LEGACY BOOKS «- ALLABOUT BOOKS - THE AMERICAN COLLEGE DICTIONARY

March 17 a 1959 A
en

pz

MALE) 1059
Mass. Inst. oi 1644.

We
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bod
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Volta Torrey, Editor
The Technology Review
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Mass.

Jear Mr. Torrey:

Norbert Weiner's novel, The Tempter, is on its way
to the printer now and will be published in
September. When we have prepared a release, I
will see to it that "The Technology Review" gets
åa copy.

"Mur

i
A



i. W, FULBRIGHT, ARK., CHAIRMAN

A. WILLIS ROBERTSON, VA. HOMER E. CAPEHART, IND.
JOHN SPARKMAN, ALA. WALLACE F. BENNETT, UTAH
J. ALLEN FREAR, JR., DEL, PRESCOTT BUSH, CONN.
PAUL H. DOUGLAS, iLL. J. GLENN BEALL, MD.
JOSEPH 8. CLARK, PA. JACOB K. JAVITS, N.Y.
WILLIAM PROXMIRE, WIS,
ROBERT C. BYRD, W. VA.
HARRISON A. WILLIAMS, JR., N.J.
EDMUND S. MUSKIE, MAINE

Vlnifed Slates Denafle
COMMITTEE ON BANKING AND CURRENCY

J. H. YINGLING, CHIEF CLERK
ROBERT A. WALLACE, STAFF DIRECTOR

March 17, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

I have received your letter of March 5, 1959, with
regard to the case of Paul Erdos

Professor William A, Pierce of the Department of
Mathematics of Syracuse University has corresponded with
me and has conferred with my Administrative Assistant,
Sidney G. Kingsley, with regard to this case.

Following my inquiries at the Department of State,
on behalf of Professor Paul Erdos, I informed Professor
Pierce on February 12, 1959, that the application of
Professor Erdos for a visa is a matter solely within the
jurisdiction of the Consular Officer, and any new facts
bearing on the security aspects of the case which were the
ground for denial of a visa under Section 212 (a) (28) of the
Immigration and Nationality Act should be brought to his
attention for the initiation of a review of the decision.

Sine
1

„1 teTe eS

JKJ: sks



March I Pa

“re We Allan Gay
Department of Industrial Administration
Roval College of Science and Technology
Yl  Seotland
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LÅ æ

3
a
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"nclosed is a reprint and paper which you left in our
Professor Wiener thoroughly enjoyed your visit
 that vou pry meet arcin «+ the future.

Yargaret
jgeret
LL

Wangen Sirs ® J

inclosures



ATTA GA
B.Sc., A.R.CS.T., AM.B.I.M.

Dept. Industrial Administration,
Royal College of Science and Technology.

Glasgow.



THE TECHNOLOGY REVIEW
EDITED AT THE MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASSACHUSETTS

Max“ch 18 , 19954

Professor Norbert Wiener
Room 2-276
M.I.T.

Dear Professor Wiener:

As you know, M.I.,T. and Harvard have scheduled a
Science Writing Seminar for newspapermen on April 2, 3 and !'
Indications now are that we will have between 30 and 40 re-
porters, from publications such as The New York Times, The
Newark News, The Cleveland Press, The Denver Post and Look
Marcazine, here on this occasion.

Your talk 1s scheduled to be the last one in the fore-
noon of April 2 in the Little Theater of Kresge Auditorium.
I'he other speakers that morning wlll be President Stratton,
Profegsor Leonard K. Nash of Harvard, and Professor William
å. Cochran of Harvard. You will receive a complete program
soon from Mr. Louis Lyons of the Nieman Foundation.

M.I.T. will give a dinner that evening (Thursday,
April 2) ar . 2 Harvard Club, 374 Commonwealth Avenue, in
Boston, for - &gt; visitors. br. Vannevar Bush and Dr. Jerome
B, Wiesner will speak at this dinner. Cocktails willl be at
5:00 and the dinner at 6:30 P. M. Will you be able to join
us for this dinner?

I hope so, because a great many of our guests would3

appreciate the opportunity to chat informally wlth you, and
vou micht find some of them interesting.

This conference is not intended to result in any head-
lines the next day. There will be no handouts and ro re-
cordings of what is said. It is hoped, however, that the
speakers! remarks willl contribute to a better understanding
of science by writers for the popular press, and that their
coverage of science newg, their editorials and thelr columns
will reflect in the future some of the ideas that they will
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My dear Dr. Wiener:

There is a plan in the process of formation that the

U.S. is ready for the building of a "timing center" in the

1.5.

A center in which leading industries and organizations will

send in their "Timing Plots" as conditions of "Time Change".

The center will have Timing Commissioners who will be in an

advisory capacity.

The timing throughout all industry and nature is one of the

rreat problems of the day.

The development of this plan is the result of many years of

work and is the process of being presented to the Government,

Leading industries, organizations, science bodies, etc.

We are cabrio a timing constant on your reply to this letter.

{ will give you some details possible personal.

How is Donald Svengies(?) I once talked to him about you

mo have thrilled mew, aire I knew your work, If you see Dr, Mengies

say I intend to write him soon.

 inc. reglys.

Jerbert R. Miller



W. L. Prous, M.D.
340 WHITNEY AVENUE

NEW HAVEN 11, CONNECTICUT

March 20, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 38, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

I feel urged to let you know at once how much
I appreciated the opportunity to meet you and to talk
with you,and also to let you know that I came away with
much that is useful.

I can see that the use to me will depend on
my further studying of the subject matter involved in
nonlinear feedback, self- programming machines and your
work on self-organizing groups. I hope that you will
let me know about publications which I might find use-
ful and which come to your attention.. In the meantime
I will plan to study the book "Physical Basis of Biology"
and later on to get in touch with Professor Karl Deutsch
here and Professor Minsky at MIT.

I plan to talk with the head of the Department
of Psychiatry about the work which you have initiated on
the EEG. If a research program proves feasible I will
look forward to consulting with you further about the
problems involved in setting it up. It may be some time
before my speculations, of which you saw a very prelimi-
nary draft, achieve a better format, When they do I
hope to be able to send you a draft for your comments.

Please remember me to Mrs. Wiener. Best per-
sonal regards

Most cordially,

W. L. Pious. M.D.

WLP:k



Memorandum from Å HE TECHNOLOGY REVIEW
Date March 21 1/7577

To Prof, Norbert Wiener - Room 2-276

We will be watching for his release,

Volta Torrey

Signed

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, CAMBRIDGE 39. Mass.



Organizing Committee for the

Swiss Educational Tour

for Automation

and Operations Research

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Mass.
TA

to the U.S. A.

under the auspices of the »Society of Swiss Friends of the U.S.A. (SFUSA)« Zurich and in co-operation with the »Institute for Auto-
mation and Operations Research« at the University of Fribourg (Switzerland) [J Mailing address: c/o The American Express Co. Inc.,
Bahnhofstr. 20. Zurich 1, Tel. (051) 23 5720

Basle, March 21. 1959

Dear Professor Wiener,

We refer to your letter of December 2, 1958, kindly confirming “riday, April 10,
1959 for our visit at the M.I.T.

We are now able to give you the names of the tour members below:

Dr. Hans Braendli, Director of Contraves Ltd., Electronics and Computers, Zurich
Mr. Walter Guebelin, Partner of the Firm of Guebelin &amp; Sons, Watches, Lucerne
Mr. Ernst Ryf, Commercial Director of the United Tobacco Factories of Switzerland
Dr. Vincent R.M. de Sinner, J.U.D., Management Assistant of Sandoz Ltd., Basle

Inspite of some 75 serious applicants for the subject tour, we regret that only
four final bookings materialized, due to various, individual reasons. However we
are confident in that this tour will repeat maybe at regular intervals.

We would appreciate, if you could receive us in the afternoon of April 10, if
you can conveniently arrangecit. Your lecture would be preferred in German.

Mr. Bruno Mantel, Chief American Tour Unit of the American Express Co. Inc. in
Zurich will act as travel technical tour escort and will be contacting you by
telephone upon arrival in New York or Boston. in order to make the final arrange-
ments for our visit.

As regards myself, I have been requested to act as the scientific leader of the
tour.

Ne do hope, that you will extend to us your courtesies inspite of the small
group and thank you again for your kind cooperation.

Looking forward to the pleasure of greeting vou in Boston. we remain

Yours verv truly

ah

no:

Te

Mr. J.T. Robinson, Mgr.
Domestic Travel Division

American Express Co., New York

American Express Co. Ine.
Rahnhofetr 20 Zurich

ws Pk bes

Prof. Ernest P. Billeter

å



Zusammenfassung

Im Bestreben nach etwas vollstindigerem Verstindnis des Verhal-
tens hoherer Sdugetiere, dringte sich die Frage nach dem mdglichen
Vorhandensein psychischer Strukturen und Instanzen im Tierreich auf,
die den Es/Ich/Über-Ich-Instanzen des Menschen homolog zu set-
zen wären. Die Frage wurde anhand einer Reihe teils experimenteller
Beobachtungen und Mitteilungen aus der Literatur nach den Grund-
såtzen des formalen, funktionalen und mnemisch-strukturalen Ver-
gleiches untersucht. Anhand der Demonstration des Vorhandenseins
mnemischer Vektoren, Kraft- und Feldlinien konnte ein allgemein ver-
gleichbares Bild der strukturalen Grundgeriiste dieser psychischen In-
stanzen in Form der Objektbindungssysteme als Ausgangsbasis ent-
worfen werden, indem versucht wurde zu zeigen, da} eine Objektbin-
dung als mnemisches, intra-psychisch wirksames Kraftlinienbiindel auf-
zefaßt werden kann.

Das Ich wurde begrifflich als senso-motorisch-mnemisches Inte-
grationssystem mit der Gesamtfunktion individueller, sinnvoller Ge-
staltung und Erhaltung seines Trägers charakterisiert, das Über-Ich
als mnemisch-vektorielles Regulationssystem zur Erhaltung und Ge-
staltung einer geordneten Sozietät.

Mit senso-motorisch-mnemischer Integration wurde ein Vorgang be-
zeichnet, der mnemische Elemente verschiedener Anordnung und Her-
kunft nach übergeordneten Prinzipien in einen solchen neuen struk-
uralen (psychischen) Zusammenhang bringt, daß sie inhaltlich ge-
samthaft, möglicherweise erlebnismäßig, iedenfalls aber funktional
jeuartig-sinnvoll werden.

Die mnemisch-vektorielle Regulation wåre ein Vorgang zur Herstel-
lung eines möglichst spannungsfreien Gleichgewichtes zwischen indi-
viduellen und kollektiven polyvalenten Expansionstendenzen.



Summary

In the endeavour to understand the behaviour of higher mamals a
little better then was possible up to now there arose the question of the
possible existance of such psychical structures in animals as would be
homologous to the Id, Ego and Super-ego in man. This question was
investigated along the lines of formal, functional and mnemic-structural
comparison of a number of observations partially spontaneous and par-
tally experimental in nature.

By demonstrating the existance of mnemical vectors, field lines and
lines of force it was possible to show the object-dependancies of an indi-
vidual to be of the nature of a bundle of such mnemical lines of
Force.

By adopting the whole system of object-dependancies (PORTMANN’s
psycho-social-phenotype) as a basic structur of the Ego, a generally com-
parable picture of this psychic instance (as conceived of by FREUD)
could be drawn beyond the limits of comparison of a single species.

The Ego was characterized conceptually as a system of senso-moto-
rical-mnemical Integration with the function of sense-making individual
self-shaping and self preservation of its carrier. Senso-motorical-mne-
mical-Integration was shown to be a process by which mnemical ele-
ments of heterogenous arrangement and origin are being reshuffled
along higher principles into such a new structural (psychic) connection
as to form a newly senseful functional totality.

The Super-ego was suggested to be a mnemic-vectorial Regulation-
system with the function of shaping and preserving a structured society.

Mnemic-vectorial Regulation was characterized as a process for the
establishment of an optimal equilibrium between individual and collec-
tive polyvalent tendecies of expansion.

2 |
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March 23, 1959

izbash College
"rawfordaville, Indiana

Gent: -

. regret that I must decline your kind invitation to
nd the dedication of The Lilly Library on Saturday,

ha eleventh, I appreciate very much vour thinking

Sincerely yours,

Wienerhart Wrr %
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PRESIDENT, TRUSTEES, AND FACULTY OF

WABASH COLLEGE

CORDIALLY INVITE YOU TO THE DEDICATION OF

1 HE LILLY LIBRARY

SATURDAY, APRIL THE ELEVENTH

NINETEEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY-NINE

CRAWFORDSVILLE, INDIANA

R.S.V.P.





PROGRAM

11:15 A.M. CST CONVOCATION

WABASH COLLEGE CHAPEL

MARK VAN DOREN

PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

12:15 P.M. LUNCHEON

GREAT HALL

CAMPUS CENTER

2:00 TO

4:00 P.M.

TOURS OF

THE LILLY LIBRARY





HARVARD UNIVERSITY

NIEMAN FOUNDATION

FOR JOURNALISM

OFFICE OF THE CURATOR
44 HoLvoke House
CAMBRIDGE 38, MASSACHUSETTS March 24, 1959

Dear Mr. Wiener:

Let me send you the completed

program of the science writers! seminar,

with the time and place of each session;

and also a list of the reporters coming

to 1te

Thank you again for your

participation.

Sincerely yours,
yale?Fan

| Louis M. Lyons

Lo



SEMINAR

FOR SCIENCE WRITERS

Harvard—Massachusetts Institute of Technology

—

—

April 2-3-4, 1959



Program of Seminar For Science Writers—M.L.T.—Harvard

April 2-3-4. 1959

THURSDAY. APRIL 2 — Little Theatre in Kresge Auditorium. M.L.T.

9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

Introductorv Remarks—PresidentJuliusA.Stratton.M.LT.

The Scientific Enterprise
Guidelines from the Past—LeonardK.Nash.Assoc.Prof.ofChemistry,

Harvard

The Design of Experiments—WilliamG.Cochran,Prof.ofStatistics.
Harvard

The Scientist—NorbertWiener, Prof. of Mathematics, M.I.T.

12:45 p.m.

Luncheon — M.I.T. Graduate House, Campus Room

2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Man

Chemistry of Heredity—PaulM.Doty,Prof.of Chemistry, Harvard
Recent Developments in Molecular Biology—CyrusLevinthal,Prof.of

Biology, M.L.T.
The Basic Molecules of Life — Alexander Rich, Assoc. Prof. of Biology, M.I.T.
Viruses, Cells and Cancer—Salvador E. Luria. Visiting Prof. of Biology,

MIT.

6:00 p.m.
Dinner — Harvard Club, 374 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston

Vannevar Bush, Honorary Chairman, M.LT.
Corporation

Jerome B. Wiesner, Director, Research
Laboratory of Electronics

Government and Science

FRIDAY, APRIL 3 — Harvard Union, Quincy Street, Harvard

9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

Man

The Growing Process—CarrollM.Williams,Prof.ofZoology,Harvard
Action of Drugs on the Nervous System — Otto Krayer, Prof. of Pharma-

cology, Harvard Medical School
The Doctor and the Scientist—JohnP.Merrill,AsstProf. of Medicine.

Harvard Medical School

12:45 p.m.
[ incheon — Harvard Union



2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Matter

Earth's Interior—FrancisBirch,Prof.ofGeology,Harvard
Structure of the Universe — Thomas Gold, Prof. of Applied Astronomy,

Harvard

Meteorology — Hurd C. Willett, Prof. of Meteorology, M.I.T.

6:00 p.m.

Dinner — Harvard Faculty Club, 20 Quincy Street

Science Reporting Problems — Wallace R. Brode, Science Adviser, Depart-
ment of State

The Life of the Past — Bryan Patterson, Prof. of Vertebrate Palaeontology
Harvard

SATURDAY, APRIL 4 — Harvard Union, Quincy Street, Harvard

9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

Matter

Pure Physics — Martin Deutsch, Prof. of Physics, M.L.T.
Fusion — Sanborn C. Brown, Assoc. Prof. of Physics, M.L.T.

Radiation — Robley D. Evans, Prof. of Physics, M.I.T.
Robert Dudley, Research Assoc. in Physics, M.I.T

12:45 p.m.
Luncheon — Harvard Union

2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Frontiers of Technology
Interplanetary Radars — Herbert Weiss, Lincoln Laboratory Staff, M.L.T.
The Hope for New Materials — Bruce Chalmers, Prof. of Metallurgy, Har-

vard



NOTES:

Kresge Auditorium is across Massachusetts Avenue from the main

building of M.L.T. The Little Theatre is a part of Kresge Auditorium.

The Harvard Union is on corner of Quincy Street, at junction of

Massachusetts Avenue with Harvard Street, one block from Harvard Square.

toward Boston.

The Harvard Faculty Club is next door to the Harvard Union.

The Friday and Saturday sessions are on the second floor of the

Harvard Union.

The Harvard Club of Boston is the second building from the corner of

Massachusetts Avenue and Commonwealth Avenue.

Telephone numbers:

Volta Torrey, M.I.T. — UNiversity 4-6900, Ext. 879

William M. Pinkerton. Harvard—UNiversity 8-7600. Ext. 185

This seminar is sponsored jointly by Harvard University and

Massachusetts Institute of Technology and supported by the Nieman

Foundation for Journalism at Harvard.
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Professor Stere OMe
Department of 7
Drexel Ins’
Philos]nt
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+ Technology
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Near ©

Thank von very mich for your letter of March 
and for your kind invitation to give the first Hum":
Lecture this spring. I appreciate your thinking of me. but
[ feel that I must decline, for my own research is demanding
3ll of ry strength and tine, Therefore, I am resr Mul
refusing all outside speaking enrarements. Thank you again
for your kind invitation. I wish vou much success with your
humanities nrorrar

4 wienoer



March 2, 1959

re Vnlta Torrev,
[he I: ~hnr

Editor

Sen ~) ovati

at vw
Je

”rofessor Wiener will be pleased to join you for
9 Harvard Club on the evening of Thursday, April

1ookine forward to the Seienc» “ritine Seminar.

Thank you also for forwardinrc
frntedn recording his novel. m

from Jason

[EI ae ” a.

dinner
må.



DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

UPPSALA UNIVERSIT |

Address: Tridgardsgatan 18
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The Albany Medical College of Union University
Albany, New York FOUNDED IN 1839

—

Department of Anesthesiology March 26, 1959

Doctor Norbert Weiner
Massachusetts Institute
of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Doctor Weiner:

In the past couple of years, we have been conspicuously
interested in the problem of the performance of a man-machine
anit. This was brought about by the extensive use of electro-
mechanical relays in the operating room to convey information
from the patients to the operator. The strain and stress
imposed upon the operator by these electro-mechanical relays
are of two different natures. First, they are unusual or
different, in the sense that for instande, whereas in the
past, information about the cardiovascular status of the patient
sould be obtained by direct palpation of the pulse, with these
devices such information is conveyed by a continuously changing
of the pattern on the oscilloscope (EKG, Oxihemoglobin concen-
tration, ...). The second source of strain is the high speed
and precision of these devices and the continuity of their
output. Needless to say, errors have resulted which are both
due to the occasional impossibility of inadequate interpretation
of the information and even when thls was possible to the speed
zith which this information had to be difested.

The complexity of this study, the limitations of the
man-machine system, was brought up to the New York Academy of
Sciences which became very interested in the subject. At
he meeting of the Planning Committee, a conference was
tentatively scheduled for sometime in November 1959, and an
outline, of which two copies are hereby enclosed, was accepted
in principle.

If you had any contributions, the Academy will be most
glad to accept your cooperation for the good success of the
conference, Should you or anyone of your associates be willing
to participate, would you please be kind enough to forward to
ne, abstracts with title. about 300 words, before the end of
April 1959.

1

Thank you,
hi ledigs M.D.

fssistant—-Preofessor
of Anesthesiology
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Le 26 Mars 1959 - MI/ER/358,

Monsieur Norbert WIENER

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE
OF TECHNOLOGY

CAMBRIDGE 39

MASSACHUSETTS(Etats-Unis)

Dear Mr WIENER,

L started several months ago a study of the American economy. More specifically,
I am interested 1) in the characteristics, causes and prospects of its remarkable

prosperity.

2) in the impact on its economic growth of technical and economic
researches.

While in the States, I plan to collect information and opinions.

I would very much appreciate if you could accept discussing with me certain of
the various topics involved in my enquiry. I feel sure that opinion, eventually
your help, might mean a great deal to the accomplishment of my project.

Ag,soon as I arrive in your city (where I intend to stay from April ge to
pri124“"),I will get in touch with you, hoping that you could see me.

Till then, I am
Sincerely yours

Marcel MARANTZ

KAN —
-

-

PS 1) I have published, in 1950, a book on the Marshall Øtmm ("Le Plan Marshall,
Succés ou Faillite"?), Last year I translated in French Professor Leontief's
"The Structure of American Economy, I9I9-I939". I am presently Assistant for
Iconomic Research to the Sales Manager of "Le Printemps", the biggest French
Department Stores. ly trip to the United States is made under the sponsorship
of the State Department.

2) In case you would like to get in touch with me after April Gr, you could do it
by addressing your letter to the care of professor Leontief y professor of
dconomics, Harvard University.



Baldwin-Wallace College
Berea, Ohio

DEPARYMENT OF MATHEMATICS AND ASTRONOMY

Marcn 26, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
department of Mathematics
iassachusetts Institute of Technology
cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

I am writing to ask you if there is any possibility of persuading
you to give one or two lectures to a group of high school mathematics
teachers who will be assembled at Baldwin-Wallace College for a summer
institute from June 23 to July 30, 1959,

I am sure that if you could do this it would be the high light of
the institute for these teachers. Please let me know if you could
possibly do this at any time between the dates mentioned and what your
fee for one or two lectures would be.

Very truly yours,

or
|

~

Fo,
AN 4

Dean Le. Robb

director, Summer Institute

DIR/J



March Zug 1959

Are Carey J, Chamberli
75 Federal Stree
Rpg’ “nn. Vessagchnset‘

Dear Mr. Chamberl.mn

Perhaps the most important thing I can say is thaw reading,
quite apart from reading for pleasure only, should contain 2
rreat deal of browsing. The man whose reading of factual material
is confined to that which he already knows to be relevant to
specific interests is not in a position to build up a backlog
of information and attitudes sufficient to allow him to view
his om specific interests in anything but the narrowest light.
Jooks of fact should be read more in the same way as books of
amusement are read than merely as authorities to be followed
ale) TA

ine" “rourTe

 &gt;”  Teme Wiener

We mmlke



March 20, 1959

ir, Jason Enstein, Editor
Random House inc.
457 Maas fon avenue
lov Yn» 22. Yew York

Year Jason:

Mr. Torrey of The Technology Review called m "tion
to your letter of March 17th. it seems to we thav . vou wish
to make any use of me in planning the publicity, a trin to
Yew York on my part some weeks from now is indicated, ..s å
nave colleagues whom I shall want to see in New York, I should
like to know well in advance what date if any will be convenient
to you so that I can plan for the apportionment of my time. This
is not a matter of any urgency but it would be very convenient
For me te hear from vou.
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. am interested in your letter of March 20th but can come
to no definite conclusions as to what active attitude I shall
take towards it until I know more about your project. who 18
sponsoring it, and what role you intend me to fill. IX by
any chance 1 ghould go ahead with the project it will have to be
in &amp; consulting or advisory capacity rather than as a particinant
in the detail of the work, I hope you see your way clear to furnist
ne with more concrete information on which I can base a decision.

PE am



Mr. Lloyd Ramsey, President
Complete Insurance Services,
Inicn Flenters Bank Building
venmhbi ”. Tennesrneg

Ine.

Ney:

Thank you for your letter of March 14, 1959. Professor
Hener asked me to write and refer you to the jowmal Cybernetica
shich is published four tives a year in Belgium. £11 correspond=-
ance concerning the review should be sent to the International
asociation for Cybernetics, 13, rue Dasse Marcelle, Namur, Belgium.

13 would also like to recommend that you read Thinking by Machine
“femme Da Tatil, Thank vou for vour interests
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re Norman J. Whitney
National Secretary for Peace Education
American Friends Service Committee
Twenty South Twelfth Street
Philadelphia 7, Pennsylvania

Near °°
* €

{ am thoroughly familier with Max Born and the attitudes
which you comment on in your letter. Max Born is an able and
self-effacing scientist of the greatest integrity who has exe
pressed in his comments the best attifvndes of the older gener-
ation of scientlste, Unlike the preset generation the older
reneration had a real sense of the ethos of science rather than
a narrow interest merely in those particular phases of investi
ration which can lead to their own advancement, I know that
Professor Born has suffered versonally very much from disciples
of his who have been wanting in his human and humane attitude
to schaolarshin,
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March 27. 19797

Professor Ernest P, Billeter, Scientific Lecder
Swiss Lducational Tour for Automation and

Operations Research to the U.S.A.
s/o The American Express Co.. Inc.
3ahnhofstirasse 20
Zurich 1. Su

Near Prafasec Ll å

Thank you very much for your letters of March 15th and 21st,
Professor Wiener is looking forward to meeting with you on Friday,
ipr*? 10, 1959. He would like to see you at 23100 in the #fternoon
Liv this is convenient for you. Please come to his office at M.I.T..
Pga» 1.776. He will be most hsopv to address vour group in German.

J

ble haor &gt; that vnu " have nn very nleagant tein and 2 most
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arch 27, 1959

wcadenician Pugachov
‚gade | ange

insemm 7

Dear Academic” nn Pupachove

Soma time ago I received s copy of your book on random functions
and autormatization. Not being able to read Russian I have had to
judge it from the impressions of my Russianercading colleagues and
oy an examination of the formulae, I consider it a field of work
of the utmost importance and it seems to indicate some very good
dork in this field. I am also interested in random functions and
have just completed a book, Nonlinear Problems in Random Theory,
stich TI will trv to have sent to vou for vour Crmmente.

nn
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University of Mandalay.
NO. cman

Psycholo104089 Dept.

UNIVERSITY ESTATE,

BAWDIGON P. O.

Mandalay 28=3-59 7*7*-*-må

Dear Professor Weiner,

This letter from Burma may come as somewhat
of a surprise to you. I hope you will forgive my temerity
in thus approaching you directly to solicit your
assistance on a matter which concerns the profession
of psychology in general, and the advancement of Psychology
in Burma in particular.

Although to the best of my knowledge no Burmese
scientist has had the pleasure of meeting with you, your
work is nevertheless very well known and widely
disseminated in all the Universities and colleges
throughout Burma.

It has been my belief all along, Sir, that some form
of personal contact between a student and his instructors,
mentors, or intellectual father-figures is a necessary
perequisite to fruitful intellectwal association. It
is with this in mind that I have tentatively embarked
on a program of writing to the great men of the age, to
find éut from each if he would spare a few minutes of
his valuable time to write a few lines of greeting to
the Mandalay University Psychological Laboratory or
else send a signed photograph that we could frame and
hang up on the wall of the Laboratory to provide students
vith the stimulation of intimate personal contact with
the great minds of the present day.

Naturally, in compiling the very select list of
world-famous scientists, your name was the first that
came to our minds. I hope, Sir, that you will be able
to help us build for the future of Psychology in Burma
in this way. A photograph or a letter would be most
deeply appreciated by myself and the hard-wprked psychology
staff here. If you could spare the time to attend to
this call for help, we should be forever placed in your
debt.

Thank you,Sir,

With my very best respects,

=~
(sen Tu)Prof.U Sein Tu

Ph.D. (Harvard)
Chairman,Dept.of Psychology
Mandalay University,Mandalay,
UNION OF BURMA.



HARVARD CLASS OF 1913

CAREY J. CHAMBERLIN, Secretary
75 Federal Street
Boston 10, Mass.

March 30, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cembridge 39, Massachusetts

My dear Professor Wiener,

I em most grateful for your kindness in sending
1s some of your thoughts on books and reading. Your comments on
"browsing I agree with heartily. You emphasized its importance
for a man whose special interest is the sciences.

It seems to me equally importent for &amp; man whose
prime interest is the liberal arts to do some "browsing" in the
sciences. However, it is more difficult for him because he lacks
the tools for understending. One might as well try to read
Russian without knowing the alphabet. For a man ignorent of
calculus snd fuzzy about the concepts of modern physics, can you
suggest any books &amp;t all? If so, perhaps your secretary could
nail me three or four titles on å sheet of pæper.

Dr. Robert Oppenheimer has recently emphasized
the difficulty of imforming the ordinary citizen on present
oroblems. Harlow Shapley has recently written a simple book but
mat is needed is something more than baby food. In the issue of
'Deedalus" in the summer of 1958 there was a good article by Werner
Heisenberg called "The Representetion of Nature in Contemporary
*hysicd® This is the kind of thing I mean but I am looking for books
or at least longer articles. Possibly a steady reading of the
Scientific Americen would help a little.

Again many thanks for your letter.

Sincerely yours,

OG Å x OA på

cere 3. eri
h
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Belmont Public Library —BELMONT 78, MASSACHUSETTS

ELIZABETH J. HODGES, Librarian

March 30, 1959

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

Mr. Carey Chamberlin has forwarded to me your very

interesting statement on reading, which we are very much

pleased to receive. I am so glad that you wrote about browsing,

as this is one thing which a good library has to offer especially.

“ew, if any, private citizens have in their own homes thousands of

professionally selected books, on many subjects, but a library

can give them access to just such a wide range of materials,

Thank you very much for your help. I expect your statement

will appear shortly in one or both of the Belmont newspapers.

Sincerely and gratefully yours,

zu CC &amp;

- r

Elizabeth J.Hodges, Vice Chairman
Belmont Committee for National Library Week

$JH:JB
cc Mr, Boright

Mr. Chamberlin
Vir. Fenollosa
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RANDOM HOUSE BOOKS - THE MODERN LIBRARY - LANDMARK BOOKS

LEGACY BOOKS + ALLABOUT BOOKS + THE AMERICAN COLLEGE DICTIONARY

Jason Epstein, EDITOR March

Mr. Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Mass.

Dear Norbert:

I think it would result in anti-climaxes were we to
do anything in the way of promotion now. The best
time to arrange appearances for you is as close to
publication date as possible -- before and after.

2A1t will be good to see you in New York anyway and to
have you meet some of my_colleagues here, so if youplan to be in the city? won't you let me know.

With best wishes to you and Margaret from both of us.

Yours as ever,

stein



REVEREND PETER MCCORMACK
2801 TURK STREET

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

larch 31, 1959

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cambridze 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

Thank you very much for your encouraging reply to our letter
concerning the Commission of Inquiry into the Rosenberg-3Sobell
case, I am very happy to hear that you are disposed to serve on
such a Commission,

With regard to your question about the amount of work in-
volved, I am sure that when the Commission is formed, methods of
work can be planned so that the responsibilites will not be such
as to exceed the capacities in time and energy of the participants
So many of the replies to my February letter Indicated that many
people are concerned about the time element. I am sure that the
members of the Commission, who will all be busy men and women,
will decide how best to arrange the work, so that great demands
will not be made on any one.

Fe

Thus far, there have been expressions of interest such as
yours on the part of very representative peoples in the legal, re-
ligious and educational fields. I am now corresponding wi th these
people answering questions of the type you posed, I am still re-
ceiving replies to our February letter, I hope that the work of the
Commission can be under way by the beginning of summer, If there
are any suggestions on your part as to others who would be appropriate
for this Commission, I should appreciate having their names, and I
will send them an invitation.

I trust that my assurances on the matter of time are satisfactory
to you, and I hope that I may have your definite reply that you will
serve on the Commission.

Sincerely yours,
å
J
A

Petey McCormack
PicC sms

P. S. A recent study of the Sobell case has come to my attention
and I am enclosing a copy for your information.



JOTES ON THE ROSENEERG CASE

Introduction
on April 5, 1951, Ethel and Julius Rosenberg were sentenced to

jeath, and liorton Sobell to 30 years imprisonment, on &amp; charge of con-

spiring to commit espionage on behalf of the Soviet Union. The defend-

ants were said to have stolen the "secret of the Atom Bomb" and the

government's 11st of witnesses included the names of Dr. J. Robert

Oppenheimer, Dre Harold C. Urey, Gen. Leslie R. Groves. This accusa-

tion and these names (these three did not testify) make this case of

importance to every sclentist. thet was the "secret", was a "secret"

stolen, how was 1t stolen, and who stole it? Has the government pre-

sented scientifically valid evidence in a manner which meets the stand-

ards of scientific objectivity? Ara the sentences of death and thirty

years tmprisonment just? Here are facts about the trial, the people

involved, and the scientific data presented.

David Greenglass was arrested on June 16, 1950. His arrest pre-

ceded that of his brother-in-law Julius Rosenberg by one month, and

that of his sister Ethel Rosenberg, by two months. The indictment

ander which the trial was held made no mention of the A-bomb and in-

deed did not charge that overt acts had been committed on the dates

apon which David Greenglass later testified that he had delivered a

sketch" of the A-bomb to Julius Rosenberg.

Norton Sobell was blackjacked, kidnapped together with his fam-

11ly, and brought back from a vacation in Mexico City to be arrested

at the U.S. border on a charge of having had five conversations with

Julius Rosenberg. Approximately two months later Max Elitcher, &amp;

classmate of both Julius Rosenberg and Morton Sobell, who had been

threatened with prosecution for espionage and for perjury, signed a

statement implicating Sobell, Finally Sobell's name was added to the

indictment against Ethel and Julius Rosenberg.

The indictment listed Ethel and Julius Rosenberg, liorton Sobell,

anatoli A. Yakovlev (a member of the Russian Embassy who had left this

sountry in 1946) and David Greenglass as defendants. It listed Harry

3old and Ruth Greenglass "as so-congplrators bib nöt as defendants”.

Except for the appearanc® of Sobell!s name AS defendant there 1s no

mention of him in the jndictment.

Ruth Greenglass who testified in the course of the trial that

she had relayed secret information from Los Alamos Was never arrested

sr imprisoned, David Greenglass testified to transmitting material,
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including a sketch of the A-bombe He has been sentenced to 15 years

in prison with the possibility of being paroled in 5 years.

Ethel Rosenberg was a mother and housewife, with no experience

or background in science or technical matters. Her death sentence is

based upon her brother and sister-in-law's testimony that in 1944

she encouraged the commission of espionage on behalf of the Soviet

Union, then our ally, and testimony that she typed the twelve pages

of explanation which accompanied David Greenglass! sketch of the A-bomb,

Julius Rosenberg was a graduate of CCNY with an engineering degree,

He had been making a salary of 43600 per annum after working five years

for the Signal Corps of the Army when he was dismissed on charges that

he was a Communist party member. This he denied in an affidavit. Ie

worked for Emerson Radio at $70 and later at {77 per week and finally

went into business, first as a distributor of small hardware items and

then later as a machine shop operator. David Greenglass was a partner

in this venture and this connection resulteqd in many quarrels and mls-

understandings. The two men came to blows at one point.

Ruth CGreenglass had no technical or scientific background. Her

direct testimony was repeated verbatim on cross examination with only

the comment, "do you want that, too?" interspersed. The witness den-

ied having memorized her testimony.

liorton Sobell was a servo-mechanism expert, kax Elitcher, the

only conspiracy witness against liorton Sobell, did not testify that

he had given Sobell any material or that Sobell had given him any mat-

erial for transmittal. Sobell was not connected in any way with the

A-bomb. Elitcher has never been prosecuted for his confessed perjury,

mentioned earlier,

From the beginning and through two years of imprisonment Ethel

and Julius Rosenbergs and Morton Sobell have maintained thelr innocence.

Scientific Background

The general principles of an Atomic Explosion were well known to

scientists in all countries at the beginning of World ar II. The

questions still to be answered were: (1) Could a self-sustaining chain

reaction actually be set up? (2) Could pure flssionable materials be

produced in sufficient quantity to make an A-bomb? (3) Could a deton-

ating mechanism be designed to set off an effective explosion?

The Detonating liechanism

The evidence presented in the alleced Rosenberes-Greenglass
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conspiracy dealt with the A-bomb and particularly with the third phase

of the A-bomb project, the detonating mechanism. The Los Alamos lab-

ratory, where David Greenglass was stationed, had been set up to dev-

slop such a mechanism, Phases one and two were investigated in other

laboratories (Oak Ridge, Columbia, Hanford, etc.)

If a sample of fissionable material greater than critical size is

srought together, a chain reaction will inevitably occur, The bomb,

while 1t is being transported, must contaln a sufficient quantity of

fissionable material to set up a chain reaction, but this material

must not be in one continuous piece. The object of. the detonating

nechanism is to bring it together into one continuous piece at the

noment at which it is desired to produce the explosion,

Tt was widely believed by scientists that when the bomb was as-

sembled, the flssionable material was inserted in two pieces, each

helow critical size, but together greater than critical size, and

that the detonating mechanism consisted of some device, perhaps a

run, which would violently throw one piece against or into the other.

According to the testimony presented, that was the mechanism that

was used in the first bomb, exploded over Hiroshima. However, a dif-

ferent detonating mechanism was used in the second bomb, exploded over

Jagasaki. A large portion of the testimony dealing with the detonating

nechanism used in the second bomb was impounded at the trial and is not

available now. However, this information is available seconå hand by

sonsulting reports on the trial given in newspapers and magazines.

These reports in turn are the interpretations of anonymous authors.

Inquiry from Life magazine concerning authorship of a story on the

reenglass testimony elicited that the article wa s the product of reé-

sorters plus research staff. It becomes impossible for scientlsts to

svaluate the Greenglass testimony on this basis. However, the lmport-

ance of the impression created on the public by such material is evld-

ant, therefore a look at these stories 1s pertinent.

According to these authors, it appears that in the Nagasaki-type

somb the fissionable material, Plutonium in this case, is already in

one piece to begin with; however, this one piece doses not consist of

sompact fissionable material, but of porous material; there is enough

material to start a self-sustaining reaction, if it were compact, but

because it is not, the neutrons can escape into the recesses or holes

‚” rhe porous meterial. Around this material carefully shaped lumps
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of high explosive material are arranged (36 according to LIFE magazine)

in such a way that when these are exploded their shock waves. combine

to set up a combined shock wave converging towards the center of the

sphere of porous fissionable material, compressing it into one compact

mass: Shock waves converging upon a central point constitute an "im-

olosion", in contrast with an explosion, in which shock waves diverge

from a center. The lumps of high explosive material are called "lenses'

and are shaped in molds.

Ihe Alleged Conspiracy

According to his testimony, David Greenglass arrived at Los Alamos

in August, 1944, unaware of the nature of the project. He was assigned

to the Explosives Group, headed by Dr. George Be. Kistlakowskl, now at

Earverd University. Creenglass was a machinist at Los Alamos, and

worked on lens rolds, from blueprints prepared by sclentists. He was

gradually promoted, so that by the time of his dlscharge, in 1946, he

was Foreman of his machine shop, sith the rank of T/4.

Greenglass sald that he first found out about the nature of the

Los Alamos project from his wife, Ruth, when she visited him in Novem-

ber, 1944, She allegedly asked him, on instruction of Julius and Ethel

Rosenberg, to supply information wanted by the Russians, such as the

general lay-out, the number of people working in the Technical Area,

and the names of scientists. Greenglass says he gave her that Inform-

ation, including the names of Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer, the director

of the Project; Dr. Niels Bohr, and Dr. Kistiakowski.

Greenglass further testified that he came to New York on a fur-

lough in Ja nuary 1945; there, he testified, he drew up sketches of

flat«type lens molds. He added to his information the name of another

scientist, that of Hans Baker (?)%* and names of possible recruits for

espionage work, GCreenglass also alleges that in the course of that

furlough, Julius Rosenberg gave him a description of an atom bomb,

made arrangements for couriers to transmit additional information and

introduced him to a Russian who wanted to know the equations for the

curvature of the lenses, the type of high explosive used, and the

means of detonation, information which Creenglass was unable to provide.

Tn April 1945, Ruth Greenglass moved to Albuouerque, New liexico.

In June 19045, according to the Greenglass testimony, Harry Gold called

 YF ns this Dr. Hans Bethe? Previously Greenglass had testifted ur, Bake:
maa the nesnrinnvym used by Niels Bohr
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on David and Ruth snd identified himself with the help of half cf a

Jello box, Creenglass 3ald that he turist svar to Geld sketches of

implosion exporime.ts conducted by Dr. Vulter 3, Koski, &amp; physical

chemist, names of possivle recruits, and information which turned oul

to be erroneous about the forthcoming exnloslon at Alamogordo, in um

change for which ho rscaived $500.

A sketch, which CGreenglass said was like the one he turasu ovas

to Gold, was introduced in evidence. Dr. Koski testified that it was

a substantially correct sketch of the experiment for investigating

cylindrical implosion he had worked on at Los Alamos, illustrating .he

principles, but omitting dimensions and quantitative data.

Greenglass came to New York on another furlough in September 194E.

There, he testified, ne turned over to Julius Rosenberg a cross-san..

tional ‘Sketch of the implosion bomb, together with 12 pages of Ces-

criptive material. Greenglass again introduced a sketch and descrip-

tive material which he lad prepared during the course of the trial,

and which, he said, was like the material turned over to Julius Rosen-

berg, This date and this information were not mentioned in the in-

dictment. The defendants had no indication previous to the trial that

they would have to defend themselves against such testimony.

John A. Derry, an electrical engineer with a degree of Bachelor

of Science, who was a personnel officer for ilaje Gen. Leslle R. Groves.

director of the Manhattan Project, testified that the sketch prepared

by Greenglass was a reasonably correct sketch of the Nagasaki-type

bomb.

Greenglass testified that the sketches he introduced at the trial

were prepared shortly before the trial and during the trial in 10341,

and were drawn entirely from memory without any aid wkagsver; uhe orig”

inals had allegedly been drawn in 1945. Greenglass further testified

that he never stole or copied any classilled Hlusbrints, plans, Cr

documents. He asserted that he acquired the information he transmis-

ted (other tnan tne sketch of tle lens mola 03 wes surking on) solely

by talking to people, picking Up oa-iches oI conversation. and blts

of information "here and there".

Background of David Greenglass
Tn 1945, David Greenglass was 25 years old, He had received his

a1 amantary aducation at 2.8. 4 apd P.8. 97 in New York. and hie
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secondary education at Haaroh Aviation School; there he learned hls

trade as a machinist. He took eight courses at Brooklyn Polytechnic,

all of which he failed; this, he explained, was due to the fact that

he was then only eighteen and "played around" too much. Subsequently,

he took one and one-half semesters! work at the Pratt Institute, an

engineering school, but did not go beyond that. He testified that he

never took any courses in calculus, thermodynamics, nuclear physics,

atomic physics, quantum mechanics, or advanced calculus; nor had he

read any basic books on any of these subjects. He claimed, however,

that he knew "something about the basic theory of atomic energy."

luch of this was brought out only in the course of cross-examinatlon;

the government's direct examination left the impression that Green-

glass! scientific education had been extensive.

Comments on the Testimony of David Greenrlass

The subjects Greenglass testified he did not study represent a

small cross section of what must be studied to acquire an understand-

ing of the basic theory of atomic energy to an extent sufficient to

sift, weigh and assemble into a coherent picture material coming in

small bits from snatches of conversation. In view of the fact that

the basic throry of nuclear fission was already known, it is plausible

that a highly trained professional person could have filled in the

many gaps inherent in this method of collecting information; but there

is no reason to believe that a man who had failed the majority of the

few college courses he took, had either the mental ability or the

technical knowledge to perform such a task, or could have acquired

such knowledge in the course of one year at Los Alamos. He could

have reproduced a sketch of the lens mold he was working on; under-

standing blueprints falls within the competence of a machinist. It

is difficult to believe that Greenglass could have grasped the signif-

fica nce of Dr, Koski's experiments. His alleged putting together the

whole story of the implosion bomb, with 12 pages of descriptive mat-

erial, is utterly fantastic and entirely incredible. Even more in-

credible, if that is possible, is his allegation that he reproduced

his sketches 5 years later, without any ald whatever,

There can be little doubt that any jury of 12 intelligent persons,

uninfluenced by other considerations (such as the irrelevant political

Paprtara introduced br the covernment in lieu of evidence) and nroperiy
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apprised of the scientific facts mentioned here, would have dismissed

Greenglass as a witness of little credibility.

WITHOUT THE TESTII.ONY OF DAVID CGREENGLASS THE GOVERMENT DOLS

NOT HAVE A CASE.

During the cross-examination of lire. Derry, the defense attempted

to elucidate whether a non-expert, such as Greenglass, could piece

together the story of the A-bomb in the manner in which Greenglass

alleges he did it. This question was barred by the trial judge.

If Creenglass personally lacked the skill to piece together the

story of the A-bomb, implosion model, and yet turned up in court with

an apparently plausible sketch, one is naturally led to ask: Who

coached Greenglass, and why?

The Death Sentence
Before passing the death sentence on the Rosenbergs, presiding

Judge Kaufman spoke as follows: ".. Tour conduct (has put) into the

hands of the Russians the A-bomb years before our best scientists pre-

dicted Russia would perfect the bomb...By your betrayal you undoubtly

have altered the course of history to the disadvantage of our coun:

Eny,..

No reputable scientist ever sald anything of the sort. In fact,

the leading scientists who had worked on the bomb were conspicuously

absent from the trial, even though the government had asserted in its

opening statement that many would be called. The identification of

the Greenglass sketch of the bomb in court was made by a non-sclentist,

I're Derry. Ever since the first A-bomb was used over Hiroshima,

scientists had been busy educating the public to the effect that thers

really was no such thing as "the secret" of the A-bomb. As we have

pointed out earlier, all the basic principles of nuclear fission were

known in 1940. The questions which were still unanswered then, were

answered publicly when the bomb was exploded over Hiroshima.

Those who feel inclined to attribute the A-bomb to some peculiar

American genius would do well to reflect on the fact that the majori-

ty of the leading scientists who developed the bomb were European born;

among those, a large number came from Eastern Europe.

Once it was known that a chain reaction could be set up, the

main delay was due to the difficulty of constructing large plants to

nanufacture the necessary amounts of fissionable material, This was

Jama no NA 1 Tre Anm am si TT va PD ava “lan ~~ mrrAvIAm ant Tam =~ &gt; Andaman’ AS
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to connect the Rosenbergs with elther of these two projects.

The development of the detonating mechanism, with which the al-

leged conspiracy dealt, involved primarily research on internal bal-

listics. According to Dr. E. Rlabinowitch, editor of the BULLETIN

07 ATCI.IC SCIENTISTS, the Russians had more experience in this field

than we did. The implosion type detonating mechanism is an obvious

one to try, and would undoubtly be tried in any large scale project.

Commented SCIENTIFIC AIERICAN, discussing why "The Secret" was so

casually given away in court: "Without quantitative and other neces-

sary technical information, the Greenglass bomb was not much of a sec-

ret. The principle of 'implosion'... has often been suggested in spec-

alation on a possible mechanism for detonation...The relative unlmport-

ance of the Greenglass disclosure was confirmed by the Joint Congres-

sional Committee on Atomic Energy...'Greenglass' diagrams', sald the

Committee, 'have a theatrical cquality'...but because he was not a

scientist...'Greenglass.es rust have counted for little compared with

the cuantitative data and the authoritative sclentific commentary ...

that Fuchs transmitted.'" (Incidentally, the combination of "theatri-

cal Quality" on thie one hand, and actual unimportance on the other,

further substantiate the contention that the Greenglass testimony was

carefully coached.) Greenglass' lawyer, a former Ass't U.S. Attorney

General, argued at the time of Greenglass' sentencing that the Green-

glass testimony was of little value in actuality and that the inform-

ation described by Greenglass could have been culled from public state-

ments.

The death sentence is characteristic of the hysterical abandon-

ment of all sense of proportion that pervaded the trial from beginning

to end, Dr. Rabinowitclh, the editor of the BULLETIN OF THE ATOMIC

SCIENTISTS, attributed the extreme severity of the sentences to the

fact that the Rosenbergs and Sobell refused to admit guilt.

References:
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The following is the full text of the independent plea for
Morton Sobell which was reported in the New York Times on
February 22, 1959: |

A STATEMENT ON THE CASE OF MORTON SOBELL

The undersigned are American citizens who believe that the

sentence of Morton Sobell should now be commuted. Sobell was con-

victed of conspiring with others to transmit to the Soviet Union

writings and information relating to the national defense of the

United States and was sentenced on April 1, 1951 to serve thirty

years in Federal Prison.

Morton Sobell was tried with Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, who were

convicted of espionage in connection with the atomic bomb and who were

sentenced to death and later executed. Sobell, however, was never

implicated in any way with involvement in the atomic espionage for

which the Rosenbergs were convicted. This fact was confirmed by the

judge who sentenced Sobell.,

This statement is not concerned with the Rosenberg conviction,

The undersigned are and consistently have been convinced anti-Commu-

nists. None are associated with any organization, committee, or group

of any kind concerned either with the case of the Rosenbergs or that

of Sobell, nor are any of the undersigned connected in any way with

Morton Sobell or any members of his family. After study of the case,

we believe that the following considerations warrant a commutation of

the very heavy sentence Sobell is now serving.

le. Sobell was never implicated with atomic esnionage for which

the Rosenbergs were convicted.

2. The charges against Sobell, supported mainly by the testimony

of one man, Max Elitcher, were that he had solicited information, and

had on one occasion taken something which looked like a can of film to

Julius Rosenberg. No specific item of information gurposed to have



been secured by him or transmitted by him to anyone else is specified

in the record. The case against him, therefore, 1s vague in content

and slender in rroof, The possibility that a trip to Mexico which he

and his family took should be construed as flight cannot be ignored,

though it is subject to various interpretations.

3. Whether or not the judge and prosecution made sufficient efforts

to provide a fair trial, we ought to recognize that the emotions

surrounding the trial of the Rosenbergs and the fact that Sobellt's case

was tried with theirs made it difficult to separate the two cases and

to recognise the very different character of the two charges and the

evidence introduced to support them respectively.

L. Sobell has already served, with good conduct, nearly eight

years in prison, six of them in Alcatraz.

5. As Americans we are fully aware of the threat of communism to

sur freedom and way of life. Any attack on that freedom from without

or within must be resisted. Nevertheless, one of the factors which

makes that freedom so precious is its capacity to practice a disci-

plined and humane administration of justice precisely in those cases

where emotions are aroused which make it difficult to remain objective

about the merits of a specific case. We believe a commutation of the

Sobell Sentence would demonstrate our national faith in that freedom.

Reinhold Niebuhr Edmond Cahn
Vice-President and Professor of Ethics Professor of Law

and Theology New York University
Union Theological Seminary
New York City

John C. Bennett
Dean and Professor of Ethics and Theology
Union Theological Seminary
Paul Ramsey
Professor of Religion
Princeton University

Daniel Day Williams
Professor of Systematic

Theology
Union Treological Seminary

Jerome Nathanson
Administrative Leader |

New York Society for Ethical
Culture

(Titles are for identification only.)

Gerhard O.,W. Mueller
Associate Professor of Law
New York University



New York, March 31, 1959

Dr. Nobert Wiener
Research Laboratory of Electronics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

Approximately two months dgo I took the liberty of
sending you a reprint of my article entitled:

AN ESSAY ON THE INTERPRETATION OF THE FUNCTIONING OF LIVING
~ELLSZBASED ON QUANTUM CYBERNETICS.

professor Léon Brillouin recommended by wirting to you.

I happen to be in the United States for a few weeks as
I am attending a Conference on Electronics and I would be very
happy if you could give me the opportunity of meeting you. I
would like to suggest a date between 46 and 2} Apr

My address in the States from April lst to April l4th is:

Figueroa Hotel
939 S. Figueroa Street
Los Angeles 15, Calif.

and from the 14th to the 26th of April:

American Radio Company, Inc.
445 Park Avenue
New York 22. N. Y.

Thanking you in advance for your kind reply as to the
date which would be convenient to you, I remain

Jery truly yours,

JP/te

 MW 91» -~
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J. Polonsky
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» Antonio Doba

ot arant o~foggor of Anesthesiology
weal College of Union University

j
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“hether I shall be able to come to the meeting of which vou
speak 8 svw.1l uncertain. I am trying to cut my meeting engare-
ments to the bone as I find that they mount up to a considerable
strain for me, As to the topic of the meeting, 16 interests me
a great deals I am quite aware how puch various branches of mede
ical diagnosis suffer from the strain put on the physician in in-
terpreting sraphlcal data in terms of the trained judgment of the
observer rather than in terms of certain objectively verifiable
constants. I have run into this in connection with electroenceph-
alograms. Here it has proved to be possible to obtain by objective
methods out of the center of the alpha rhythm a definite and pre-
cise frequency of oscillation which is extraordinarily stable with
the individual and yet not so stable thet it cannot be affected
hy drugs and physiological variations to such an extent to have
quite possible diagnostic value. The obtaining of this numerical
index at present involves either a fairly lengthy outside hand or
machine eomputation or the introduction of new instrumentation,
Some of these instruments have been invented by Dr. Gray Walter,
I see a real possibility of improving both the simplicity and the
precision of these instruments to such an extent that the brain
wave frequency can record itself within a very few seconds after
it is taken. Ti.is delay is not due to the clumsiness of the
apparatus but actually derends on the nature of the precise frequency
observed, Now as to electrocardiograms, I have no doubt that similar
methods could be employeds On the other hand, as in the electro=
encephalorraph we are dealing with oscillations at about ten per second
while the observations in the electrocardiograms are at a rate not
far from one per second, I should expect on the whole that the cb
taining of veridical numerical quantities from the electrocardlogram
would involve delays cof at least minutes. Unquestionably some quane
tities could be obtained in a smaller time. Thus the value of such
an instrument during an operation would depend on the leeway between
the time needed for a good observation and the time of action required
by the urgency of any untoward event. This difficulty of course
aceurs equally when the doctor's Judrment is reouired.

+
To sum up, I definitely believe that instruments can be made

relieve to a certain extent the excessive demand on the attention
“= gnaathetist. However in the desim of these instruments =



Dr, Antonio Boc
March 3), 10!7  ow Nagi ~

‘

very thorough knowledge of the relative importance of various
quantitative factors for the short time diagnosis of emergencies
is necessary. In order to obtain the basis for an adequate in-
strumentation of these, much research will be necessary and even
then it may not be possible to make the results of these instru-
nents thoroughly reliable without a fair amount of judgment on the
part of the anesthetist. Work along these lines is, I agree, of
the utmost importance but I do not expect that any extreme.
immediate and trustworthy turning of these ideas into the metal
will be possible, To attain the goals which you set before yourself
will be time consuming and expensive and tw early an attempt to go
ahead without thorough exploration of the field could very easily
lead to unfortunate results. Too hasty an introduction of new
instrumentation can be quite as risky as too hasty an introduction
nf new methods.
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‘hile have seen a copy of the articles which you mention in
she Chicaern Daily Hews, I do not have them in my possession. They
represent | interview of the Science Iditor with a group of people

“onKi...and perhaps elsewhere who are interested in automatization.
&gt;.nest thing for vou to do is to address your recuests for conics
Yr, Arthur J, Snider
Science Editor
chicago Daily lev

shicaro, I1line
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